
Spectrum

comic strip

utility

HEAVY OH NOT
nmrrcomes

SLOWLY, THE VERy FABRIC Of SPACETME BLUNS TO CRUMBLE...

MONSTER HITS: RANARAMA
ACE OF ACES LEADERBOARD



All Action

Packed Games

iDj

Air Hockey, Bowling& Ping Pong

tit
Screen
Star

* » f

ksSbhhi

SPECTRUM 4BK,12BK,+
£8-95

AMSTRAD CPC
(CI £9-95 (DIE14-95



CROSSFIRE: Deaden leHen. 2

new add-on, 1

IL COLUMN: Brian Bee

EXPERT SYSTEMS: How la turn you computer into

SANDOM LANDSCAPE GRAPHICS
new approach to building advc

Alan Davis wit

FIRST STEPS INTO MACHIN
introduces you to much

CODE: Alan Davit
ie code (Part 2). 4t

U- FLIGHT: The latest airborne epic i.=i„di„,..p

!Y EXTENSION: Tonl Baker pushing back the

thoughts on 3-D. 70

STREAMS AND CHANNELS: How to use the 12S/+2*

I: Gordon Homlett goes to wor.
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MINDPLAV: Peter
eritance and Imagination, S
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Ing prepared lor

save to lape at two speeds and 01-200-8870.

Hardball Winners
Five readei-s will doubtless Carricktergus, Co Antrim: *-

be found In their local parks Golrdne<, Leammgron Spa;
purling their new baseball kits Anlhony Smilh. LltiTe Neston.

Advance Software Hardball Mllion. Hants; D. Haffnor.
Compellllon are f. Bond, Reddllch, WOrcs.
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Ultimate Return

:«
1p ./,

I

1^ 11

Spectrum Games Top Ten

1 (1) Gauntlet U.S. Gold

2 (I) Foolballer of The Year eremlin

3 I ) FID 11 Melbourne House

4 (5) Super Soccer Ocean

S |B) Paperboy Elite

6 ( ) Konami's Colt

7 ( ) Ace of Aces U.S. Gold

8 ( ) Konomi's Coin-Op Hits Konaml

9 (o) The Great Escape Ocean

10 (4) Space Harrier Elite

(Chart supplied by tt"""

Saga Compliment Winner

Nosferatu Winners

Runcorn; T Woodword. Wiga

Dudley: L. Hawker, Newcastle; C
H.I, Wokoli-id: R. Butt. Lahore,

?]
mTe

H
L
J
lve,

.

coo
L

A
B

Sae

rry o^G^remii^cio'ckli' Thrower.' "London
!
"'B. Car

Ingenious displays ot letter London E2;FCB Page. Liverpool;

Summers. Morpeth; I. Rogers. Gaibult. Leeds; R Taylor.

OeuiJei' R Wilkinson, Rugby: H. Portsmouth; S. Losch, Essen. W.

Williamson, Elyin._A.^ Spall. Germany; S. Wnghl. Ipswich; a

ns on Fry, Coulsd;
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ENTER THE Z88

o

i

One year after the

Amstrad buy-out, Clive

Sinclair re-emerged

with a new computer

at the Which?

Computer Show in

Birmingham.

^Seing primarily a showcase foi

business computers the Which?
show Isn't the sort of event that

would get o lot of coverage in

ZX, but this year's show would
Include Press conference at
which Sir Clive Sinclair would
announce his re-entry Into the
computer Industry with the
launch ot the ZB8 portable

computer. So, notepad in hand,
headed north to witness the
Second Coming.

After faking a wrong turn and
finding myself In the Caravan
and Boating Exhibition (that

wind-powered disc drive turned
out to be a 20ft yacht) I

eventually round my way Into

Halls 4 and 5 Ol Birmingham's
National Exhibition Centre.

As you'd expect at a business
exhibition the hardware ond soft

ware on show tended to be
functional rather than enter-

taining. Everywhere you looked
there were printers, from
relatively cheap (under £500)
dot-matrix |obs right up to too ot

the range laser printers t

. tfZX.
>t of people

the wealthiest home compute

among others, their lsp-10 anc
1Z0D models which were
probably the cheapest

II bui

like Citizen prli

company claim to be selling a
printer somewhere In the world
every four minutes.

Printers apart, the main thrust

of the show seemed to be into

the field of desktop publishing.
Amstrad, Commodore, Apple,
Apricot, all the big names were
there with desktop packages
aimed at fuming us all into mini
Robert Maxwells. That sort of
technology Is slowly coming
within reach of home computer
owners (Softek's Artist II and
Writer offer 'pagemoker' tacilitie!

of a sort), but I Ihlnk we'll tier™

wait for the next generation
Spectrum s before any dally
newspopers start rolling out

to

The do e various
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exhibitors got to home
computing was with a number
ot Amiga and Atari ST packages
that were o bit boring anyway,
although Psion's Chess Is worth
watching on any machine.
Tatung were there plugging the
Einstein 526. but nobody seemed
to be paying much attention.

lutlon
ng their

new Status label. The first

releases on the label are Quest
For The Ring and Fortune Teller,

two gomes lor that most popular
ol home computers, the IBM, but
a few Status gomes should
eventually find their way onto
the Spectrum.

The high spot ol the morning
though, was an advertising
video produced by one
company In which John Cleese
attempts to run IBM software on
a dead fish. Well, It was better
than watching another load of

jncement. The
machine, It turned out, is colled
the ZB8 and Is produced by
Cambridge Computer Ltd, a
new company partly owned b"

Sinclair Research and with Sir

Lightweight division

announced even before last

year's deal with Amstrad.
Previous attempts at providing a
decent amount of computing
power In a portable machine
had. according to Sir Cllve,

resulted In compromises in

weight resulfing in mochines
weighing In at about a tull

stone The 288 Is smaller thon a
sheet of A4 paper (In other
words II would III onto this page),
weighs under two pounds and

'—-Jt £230 Including
VAT.

has a basic 32K 8AM which can
be expanded up to 3Mbytes
with 32. 128 and 1Mbyte cart-
ridges. The 128K ROM holds the
operating system, word-
processing and spreadsheet soff-

and pieces like a calculator,
diary, and a clockfcalendar.

The Z88 runs BBC Basic
"because It's fast and widely
known". The BBC machines are
6502 based while the Z88 Is still

Z60 based, but Is comparable to
the BBC's second processor
according to Sir Cllve. though
BBC programs couldn't run on
the machine because of

differences In the display.
In addition, while the ZBB

won't actually run IBM software
(what do you expect for 200?) it

does allow you to transfer data
files, such as spreadsheets or
wordprocesslng files to and from
IBM compatible machines. There
Is a built-in RS232 port, and a
modem (£100) will soon be

The v.

using the fl-

ing inlorma

e shet

6 lor ri

n the
f actually Ir

the batteries will keep the
contents of memory Intact for

about a year so you shouldn't
have to worry about losing vital

Information when the batteries
pack up (or for that matter when
you fake the batteries out to

replace them, since there Is a
back-up which protects the
memory while this Is done).

The display is a form of LCD,
called 'Supertwlst' — which

which Is updated as work Is

carried out. This Is the sort of
feature that Is only available on
some of the most expensive
wordpro machines, so getting It

onto a portable Is quite clever.

After fhe Press conference I

asked Sir Cllve what happened
to Sinclair Research's own flat

screen technology. Had thai ever
been considered?

long

1 get 80

then Cambridge Computer

hands. The specifications are c
good as you're likely to get Iroi

a portable machine and mucl
cheaper than any of the
competition. I doubt If It'l

world alight the way the
Spectrum once did or tail as
spectacularly as the QL, On the

sound machine sensibly aimed
at a strong market and should
provide Sir Cllve with a much

the

There were no machln

credibility.

Silent keyboard

The only slightly dubious feature
ol the machine Is that old
Sinclair favourite, the keyboard.
They wanfed a keyboard which
would be "virtually silent" so that
It could be used In meetings
without rattling away and
getting on everyone's nerves. So
they've opted for a keyboard
moulded out ol silicon rubber'
The whole thing Is moulded out
ot o single sheet of this material.

good enough for touch typing II

does bring back memories of
the old rubbery Spectrum key-
board. That's feature that a lot

of people will probably be
watching quite closely, though
In the brief time that I got my
hands on one It did seem to be

n the Spectrum board.

that ther
educational use. It was priced,

i for not buying

the already e
morket?

"Well, you always a

mind, but you do gel surprised.
For Instance the Spectrum went
very games orientated." Which Is

about where I came In
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software getting harder.



DlRclL

SABOTEUR U
Avenging Angel

Available on Spectrum, Amstrad & Commodore

DURELL sales dept..



L1IIJ

VIRES
Ray Elder tackles more technical nightmares

Chip off the old block m.,,,,,,,,,,..,,... »«.*:,.„

El ie ROM. each having

\n~amref' "
™ slighlly dl

sctfy on the natvn d U i

Opus out of tune ?5.™pr ,h°'

"

ls °01

am been used all I get Is a system
>a'^

rash As I mentioned eo<l/er US only a ^^m I have a Spectium 128+2 and 4unor problem but inturlating when I M^M I have recently bought an A
ave a lot ol repetitive lent thai has to i*^_B Opus Discovery. I am unable _._.,
e typed oul every time. Have you or to gel commands Into the Discovery. DISKUSSIOIl
ny ot your readers come across <nn •v;<-- :.*.•: pnone calls to Opus who gave

m Opus they suae
m

and I'm still not up and working Con
it be a detective I/O port on the cot

Vburs faithfully.

program incompatibility and the diffi-

culty of using the operating commands
' it should work on I have been thinking ot changing tor
1 live weeks now some lime I decided the Opus system

Could would suit me but now I hear that the

a
Bright eyes

SI Dear Mr. Elder.^1 I recently upgrd.*— •8K Spectrum, and

d be cheapest, rr

oce i. and'meet my storage needs

iisk drive and interlace combination
vould be compatible with the Timex

scut on the pull down again and either gel idem lo look al il

lot you (unlikely In view of their pulling ^F^H " i° jr °'1 OS 'lough your

a replacement. Ihis ap- BOM. Both of which might cosl you »»M .....'
.-.cept I proB-

""*" obligingly some cash. ably ao a Icl rr.c:o nOidproCHsslng.
2dhdoll j. ond I have Been using Ihe Technology
llhosein ^C Research Ltd. system for Ihe past three
3 current ^r yearslthesameasiheCumanasyslem).

tt^raw, QL ERROR error? SSi^il^^^rlSr^^'Sf!
? Please so you con sell your Mullitoce 10 oftsef

Dear Sir, the cost. If does work wllh the TBL
Id your QL error though. The TRl also allows you to select

,1 i..in:)i.i'

to remember. I converted and run TAS-
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LMJ
WORD 2, MASIEBFILE and use Ihe SAVE 2 c

though not oil ore compallble (atcund You

m
I.
and RS232 Ifyouwt

Chris Avery

Interface

il primarily wilh IASWOR0, there

ZXLprlnt 3 interfaces hove bum-

a
ia

;essor. I have iusl putchos&d _ - , a

Tasword 2 and find it a reasonably SpeCtramUSICal
-•'':: , .~o:dp:ocesioi.

Tasman but. having read Alon Davl
ait-CIc ..i '':.- Jnnunry jssub. I am no
not so sure Would a Kempstan £ typ

interface be better? I find the whol
J, leu ui .fire'.-ac.'iQ .,;.-y mr.'C:;'! I oi

please with the performance ot the Pit

ra i wifft gfea' inferesf

te» ol ihe RAM a C
mONKX MUSIC MACHINE and being in-

Cheetah keyboard is excellent value tor

the CASIO CZ101 is a marvellous moori-

MAIL ORDER
ADVERTISING
Brltlih Cotf» 0< Mnrililne Pf»cB»

X^W4^SSSS««;3=

lislipp|s^|k

Not just another pretty pi

superior graphics package whose output
adventure games, educational softwar

business software and just about
other application you tan think

9.95
INCLUDING VAT

est.
Summit Software, Units 3-6

Balleygate Industrial Estate,

Pontefract. West Yorkshire WFB 2LN.

Tel : 0977 797777 Telen: 5S7994 RR DIST G Fax: 0977 790243
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P. S. Robson. r

POKE 23558,8 to si

LOCK o

Ray Elder presents

readers' solutions to

the first Project X

programming

challenge.

esponse we would receive. In

act there were so many replies

To refresh your memories, the
project was to write a program

general standard ot pro-
gramming was so high that
picking just one winner proved
Impossible. So my solution Is to
print a selection ol thr

'

letters or programs I particularly

offended if I missed you outl

The solutions were essentially
based on one of three ideas, a
set of loops shifting the
alphabet, resetting the chars'
pointer and using the FN
junction. In between we had
variations In style, user friendli-

ness and even a reasonably
successful attempt at

~ -""

Project leaders

Camlol Devos lives in Belgi
hos Hercule Poirot as a *---

and provided the progr

J he

together
contain al least one vowel.

Ricky Han used the FN to
help him produce a three line

solution, Chris Oliver also used
the FN to produce a coder and
decoder, however, both his

programs were identical except

depending on the Option
selecled?

Tom Moore used the chars'
pointer method In M lines. Kevin
Oscroft took 9 lines and Charles
Webb did It In 5 lines. Not thai
length matters [this isn't

shortcuts!).

Talking ot length Ron Cavers,
of Chezron Software sent In a
one line solution, he also sent In

an expanded version which was
easier to understand. Even that

changing the third si

the line to LET BS-AS
Mr. R. J. Woodham created

both coder and decoder

message — coded of courst
Rene Uittenbogaard includ<

printer option, Lee Corbln

intelligible

Mr. P. A. Edwards u
id suggested It

II V trying with my o
line effort, and Mark Moody

told good programmers should.
Mr. B. Rumbelow used an
interesting two dimensional
array with the FN (unction.

Finally, a mention for the
following readers who produced
programs of equal merit but I

just couldn't get them all in, and
a special thanks to John E.

Amphlett who not only sent In

an Interesting letter pointing out
that we were really discussing
CVPHERS and not CODES [a rose
by any other name etc. etc.), bul
also pul forward on idea for a
future Project X topic.

Mentions to: Steven Anthony,
Ian Howie, S. M. Goodman, Sgt.
Dave Brooks [I Know RAF
Bruggen well from around 10
years ago!). Ciaran Gultnieks
and John Chamberlain.

Small tokens of appreciation
are on their way to all who got
their progs published and my

Now I must away lo start

tor the lost Project X and begin
planning Project X MK3!
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LWJ
DISCIPLE
DATA

John Wase documents

some new commands
for the new Interface.

probably know Is disc
inleriace/magic box. One ol i

features is thai pari ol Ihe

booting up Ihe system: cfon'l

doesn't
1 [and that

i programs). The
uioi.iijic mjs a special
command to enable you lo gel
straight Inlo thai piece of paged
RAM and alter directly Ihe
system variables lhat were ted in.

It's Ihe POKE @ command, and is

extremely powerful Those who
already have Disciple will

possibly not be oware ol this
command, so I have provided a
(Ul| Ir.i r. Figure 1. For those who
already know about POKE ;,i ,

nthls
9 table

your Disciple Manual.
Most of the Instruction

sell-explanatory; lor Instc

POKE .-.. 0,n cuts down th

:.>order-llash wt
discs are In use to more
bearable proportions Sc

photocopy

$ 1 o
POKE i

add 128 to eocTi POKE for
double sided discs. POKE .;, 3

iop rate in milliseconds;
what Ihe table does not mention
is that any tigure you put in,

n the 3 progro

i. POKE if

by POKEing @ 3 t

mofically added
6,1 turns tokens oft ana is

essential tor setting up Tasword;

d from printer control
ands. POKE @ 12 and 13,

(12 lor Ihe low order byte and 1

tor Ihe high order byte) alter thi

length ol Ihe snapshotting file,

normally 49S12 bytes. So It you

Ihen POKEing with 6192 should
do Ihe trick.

Finally, if you already hove c
Disciple and would like to
contribute useful routines or
comments ol general Interest.

please send them In to ZX
Computing, marking your
envelopes Disciple.

Figure 1

The Poke @ Command

(n = 0tO 8) fRBCC) default 7
jr change is essentially the sector number when
itlng on the disc. This variable Is ANDed wllh the- 'the screen border. If Is chosen, no

7 Is chosen, all sectors will change

in = .

POKE © 0,r

Ihe border

sector value, Iher
border colour wit
the border colou;

POKES
This var
single sided lor disc dri\

POKE@2,n (n = 40<
This variable holds Ihe r
single sided for disc drh

POKE @3,n (n = 0to
This variable allows you
rates ol drives [usually 12 to 30 milliseconds! H
allowed lo go tower than sl> milliseconds.

POKE @ 4,n
(

II Ihe setting Is 0,
then the printer c

POKE @ 5,n I

This variable
'

i using LPRINT

r 128) (TRAKS1)

unchanged by SDOS.

!n = to 255) (WIDTH) default 6G
the number ol characters allowed per line

"-- Centronics printer part.

(PCODE) default

AT within LPRINT and LLI5T CO
setting is 1, then the printer driver outputs directly to the printer
the absolute value ol the code to 255. This Is essential lor

iding conlrol codes lo Ihe printer. E.g:
POKE § 6,1: LPRINT CHRS 27; CHRS 65: POKE @ 6,0

POM @7,n (n=0to255)
'

; the printer lint

ng graphics printing.

8,n (n = to 255) (LFEED) default 1
ible sets the number ol line feeds automatically
by the printer driver after a carriage relurn.

POKE : 9,n (n = 0to255) (LMARG] defcuil!
le sets Ihe number ol spaces Inserted automatically by

the printer driver after a carriage relurn. It Is used for left hand

POKE@10,n ln = 0or1) (GRAPH) default 1
II the selling is 1, Ihe printer driver generates Ihe grnnhin
representation of. and on LPRINT and LLIST st

"

setting Is 0, the normal printer c'

POKE @ t1,n (n = 1 to 64)
This variable sets the network stt

POKE @ 12,11

(and POKE
@ 13,n) (n=0 to 49152) [LSNAP) default 49152

xilrols the length of tile which Ihe snapshot takes;
Ihe low order 256 byte and POKE @ 13 with the

POKE B 14,n
(and POKE
_ 15,n) (n = 0to65536) (ONERR) default
II the setting Is 0. Ihen GDOS returns to the Spectrum on errors-'— do not relate to hook codes or GDOS syntax statements. If

dress Is poked Into these two locations, it makes call
o this address for lurlher syntax checking. Necessary

n adding extra commands to fhe syntax.
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PLAN YOUR
OWN EASTER

SPORTS PROGRAMME!

Ha**?, TCBM64.

Spectrum*^

The R.R.P. of these 3 products
is normally £19.89!

The TUbe -CBM 64, Spectrum

SCOrpion -CBM 64. Spectrum,

Amstrad

RomulUS -CBM 64

Please send me The Sports Collection @ E9.95 (PSP Free)

Contmodore64D Spectrum48n Amstrad CPC 464

Name

Address

Cheques/PO to: Argus Press Software

Victory House. Leicester Place, London WC2H 7NB

Credit Card Hotline: 01-439 0666

(Please allow 28 days for delivery) [Limited availability)





im

t

M\ i
r|i

ntn
Carefully you
push open the

-rMi
he passage ^uddiifil.'j sn

n'u K«|?si?
:=7 [£j

rUPII RIGHT
TURN RIGHT
OPEN DOOR

Clyde Bish begins a three part series

showing how you can produce your
own computerised cartoon strip

awarded on analyses of

exploits ol Aster Ix and Ci
also a medium which le

readily to ihe a

e machinery, i

sb's Redhawk,
lei's switch on
d the grey
lot facilities

pictures o

Obviously we need Ihe slrip

Itself, ideally scrolling right to
left, with the new Illustration

being drown in the space
vacated screen right, in addltlor
to the actual picture we will olsc

need captions, and perhaps
speech bubbles. We'll also need
an on-screen Input system to a
vertically sc""'"

-

strength, stamina etc tor an
adventure [or profits, stocks h
elc for a strategy game) anc
perhaps a real-time clock ar
In a "Superman' :type strip, a

emphasise that thl^ I:, lust a

the program

(Later In Ihe year I

you a way to convun uuvsi
from the book/mogazine loi

to the computer so if you're
lacking ideas you'll get son
help then].

Let's start this

illustrations. Lc

cartoon and you'll see that It's

it surprisingly,

Ihe background. This is usually O
fairly simple line drawing with

wall or tlaming
Fig. 1. In front of

[So we dont
contuse these characters with
the character symbols we'll be
printing as embellishments I'll

call the former "icons"). Finally
comes the speech bubble.

Bearing this in mind we
obviously need a similar system
tor a computer slrip, eoch
element taking up as little

memory space as possible.
Since o background or Icon
may be used more lhan once In

a story line It would be

complete illuslralion separately.
Instead, we'll hold each element
as a series of bytes In memory,

subroutines, when needed by a

machine code on board firsl,

CLEAR 64935, type in the loader
(Program 1). setting the from and
end values to 64936 and 65375
respectively, then RUN and enter
the numbers from Table A,

reading across each line Save

; :;j 251 72 ss 223 ;

i li 5 197 2*
35 Ir, 2i= 313 17 ;

203 I5J 13 33 235 :

3 ES 2S9 1£A it--"-
"

: 203 133 13 1-34- 219 ;



s This, rt

ante, the li

drawing, i

ments [torches and mystic
svmbols over the door in mv
example screen). The line

drawing data Is held as a series

ol PLOT or DRAW co-ordinates.
Each set starts with PLOT pair

and the mystic symbol block tc

print. There then follows a serle

ot numbers In blocks ol three
The first of these is fhe length o

DRAW pairs. The DRAW co-
ordinates are absolute, is. the
actual co-ordinates ot fhe pixels

3,7.80.195.10.180.195.6,200.195

would print three objects. The
first Is made up ot 7 bytes of

data beginning at 80+195-256=
50000. The remolnlng numbers

E5EZED
10 FDR fsfrom TD end: INPUT i:

POKE -f,i: PRINT f , i : NEXT f

20 REM alter from & end number
as requi red

print (For Fig. 1 this

. $ - one tor the troll

d one for the foreground
aracter). This number Is

flowed by olhers in blocks of

the Print At row, the
id the column, the third

'ourth the address (held as
the fifth Is the type

1 then next pair Stan's a new
PLOT position. A terminal is

needed to return from the

To use this element, the data
(PLOTs, DRAWs. 1s and 0s) ate
held In a series of bytes storting

at a known address, say 50000.
and the routine Is called with a

hnn,: o start

address [80+195-256=500001
Look at the beginning of Toble B,

the data we'll use tor the
demonstration at the end and
you'll see the I's which reset the
PLOT position ond the to return.

The remainder of the
elements are called with a
single USR call. Don't try to link

these routines with the back-
ground in one single call. The

a) Embellishments -

13

2 3
15

25 26 27
39
51

61

85 67

a 5 6
17 18

28

52 54
66
78

88 90

7 9
21

33

69
81

91 93

11 12

23 2d
36
48
60
72
84

94 95 96
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hich always appear
together). Each is printed in such
way as not to obliterate the

background where no Icon
pixels are being filled. The
sequence:

2.1,4,80.195,0,2,10,180,195.2

s, Ihe li

row 7 strange things will

happen!
c) Speech Bubble — Again, C

tlrst (and only digit) relets to t

column where the pointer V I

printed. (In Fig. 1 it's at colurr
28). Thestr

J -

RANDOMIZE USR 64936.

Data

choiacleii lo be printed [see

Appn. A of you' Speclrum
manual) resetting with 22, tow.

column whenever a new print

position is required. So the data

22,1.0,46,49.50.22,2.5,65.66

(which, Incidentally, has a
length ot 11 — you count the 22s
as well}, would print "012" at re"
1, column and 'AB" at row 2,

column 5. You can Include
block graphics or any user-

designed graphics you have
e (20 ai

used (or Ihe bubble pointer). \

can also Include control
characters (see p.183 In Ihe
manual), so 16. 2 would set INI

to red, 17. 6 would print on
yellow paper, 19, 1

'

the i 18, 1

n (lashing. (Try

> column, 18. 1, 134, 137 to

h! ;,: - ihe d
patterns

Each character square on
screen is made up of eight lines

of eight pixels one below the
other, but held in the computer's
memory one alter the other! To
make matters worse they are
held in a rather strange order. To

and watch the way the screen
fills What this amounts to is,

apparently, nothing less than
contusion! It isn't really. Refer to

Elg. 2 and you'll see that you
have to POKE In the bit pattern
of each byle (using the BIN
function) In the order given for a
3x4 Icon. (If you're still contused
wolt until next month and I'll

n to do

together with a grand demon-
stration of the facilities offered.
We'll reproduce the top right

typing we'll just use one Icon,

the troll, and the speech bubble
will remain empty (we'll deal
with how to fill that later).

Alter and RUN the looder

is. those are to help yi

ir way around. Now al

der again to enter th<

RUN lor the display The RE
explain what each part di

Now, whot obout that ei

speech bubble. There are

provided you only need 11"

maximum you could Just P

AT 1, 23; "text" (like the
"BEGONE!! in Fig. 1). That d

im
lW 127 199 16B 1 233 16S 255

B B 6B 17 95 I2S

253 79 219 <fl 15 120 2

front [to rr

empty) Ihen uses a loop, set to

the orlglnol length of the string

to print successive sections of

the new string In Ihe speech
bubble. Pressing SPACE at any
time during the scroll will restart

if. Add to It your driver (Program
2) ond try it out.

Well, that's stage one In the
can. Watch this space for further

developments.

Bubble pointer

IMMMM
5 REM drawCODE must be on

10 POKE 23296,30: POKE 23297,1
95: RANDOMIZE USR 65197: POKE 64
942,96: POKE 64943,234: RANDOMIZ
E USR 64936

20 REM draw background then

ZX Computing Monthly April 1987

IJrMcMUM

S IS AN EXAMPLE
A SPEECH BUBBLE-
LET m*»™

50 LET m*="T
OF SCROLLING I

: LET rn=LEN mt
+mt

60 FDR f=l TO m: PRINT AT
;m*(f TO f+7): PAUSE 10: IF
V*=" " THEN GO TO 60

70 NEXT f



More compact classics from ZXC readers.
IGI?T(i||TS
C readers. ^ W ^ W ^^

Another mixed
which prove thi

good things " "

ages. This
-

program v..

-lightly ease

greeted warmly bv
purchosed "

In small pack- package, t

e start with a problems ti

'III hopelullv less, and so
irden ot ques- CUT award.

Crosswlres.

3 program which will be

X Computing Monthly • April 1987



This Is a bit ol a mystery which I

thought I'd include as a challenge
to computer sophisticates.

The program enlarges and

non-existent but the program pr

duced a pleasant and 1 can tt

you that changing the DATA ot Mr

110 changes the message A=3
X=5B.

Handy (or fast, short headlni

length or change the
printed screen position then you'll

have to get your disassemblers out!

.. Welsh from Glasgow sent tl

mall program to produce a srri'

ibel strip on the printer which yi

plastic case.
The S F prompt provides

an easy way ol formatting the lay-

out ot the output Una

Attributes

Another 128K specific prog
one from Settle program
Walker chongr- "--

128s edit scree
tor those who ti

eyestrolnlng.
rivs

jursofthe
s. A useful program
d the defaults a bit

n be located any-
re except in the top page and

e Is required to be Input ot the
ot the program.

1 REM biggies

10 LET B=0: FOR +=50000 TO 5
93; READ a: POKE -f,a: LET s=s+
NEXT -f

20 IF B<>9471 THEN PRINT "D
a error": STOP

30 RANDOMIZE USR 50000
100 DATA 1,162,195,33,36,64,1

0,61 ,227,10,38,0,111 ,41 ,41 ,41,:

, 235 , 225 , 1 97 , 229 , 6 , 2 , 1 97 , 6 , 4 ,
1

'

,205, 138, 195,36,205, 138, 195,36
9 , 1 93 , 1 6 , 243 , 1 , 224 , 7 , 237 , 66 , 1 9-

16,232,225,35,35, 193,3,203, 117
92 , 24 , 204 , 229 , 26 , 6 , 4 , 23 , 203 , 22
03 , 22 , 203 , 78 , 40 , 2 , 203 , 198 , 1 6 ,

2

, 35 , 203 , 6? , 32 , 236 , 225 , 20

1

110 DATA 58,56,0,35,47,45,48,!
,52,41 ,46,39

Feedback I KL-M DEC HEX

A nice feature of this section is the :

.~

DEF FN *<n =0
lively correspondence we gel In

response to the programs we print.

HEXrfDEC In our February issue drew
a reply from WE. Thomson of
Aldeburgh, who comments on the
Ingenuity of the previous program
then offers his version at a third of

the lengthl
DEC-HEX makes good use of the

FN function, one calling the other
and also employs the technique of
splitting a program Into simple

Alan Knight of Bromley writes

that Ben Stragnell's December R« ted

to a line won't work In 128 mode,
this is because UDG "u" Is used and
the 128 also needs It as a play 7B 5C 90 19 E5
token. He continues that the
assumption that the UDG's are ol

the top of memory suffers when you

DD
CO

El
01

2A
06

4B 5C
09

7E FE
23

D3
SE

use other code In this area and 23 7A FE 40 39 03 16 00
have perhaps relocated the UDGs

machine).

1C 7B FE 16 DO 7E FE BO
CB FE 20 D8 E5 D5 18 OS

Finally, should you attempt to Dl Fl 14 IB E3 D6 26
print a ehoracter with a code of 6F 06 03 CB 25 CB 14
less than 32 (by mistake] then the
program crashes The test Ben 10 FA 00 3D 19 DD ES
made tended to disrupt the stack. Dl 01 OS 00 ED BO DD E5
However, not being one to merely
offer negative criticism, Alan has
provided a rewritten version which

El
3E

06
00

08
C5

7E
06

4F
04

17
CB

Bl

19

4F

CB
allows tor all these things We print IV IF 10 f-9 77 CI 23
it as HEX dump and you can
replace the code In the December

EO
DD

Dl

ES
D5
El

7A
BF

CB 3A
OB

30
7E

i 3

C5
program to address 30000. It is 154 06 04 CB 3F 10 FC 77 CI
bytes long.

If you replace the old printed
23 10 F3 3E 15 D7 3E Ol

code then you will have to change D7 3E D7 7B D7 7A D7
line 130 to: 3E ('.- D7 3E D7 3E
130 SAVE N$ CODE 30000,154. D7 18 95
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EXPERT SYSTEMS

<U

O

Part 3: David Nowotnlk

shows how you can

turn your computer Into

an expert'.

t's reassuring to know that

theexpert. Anyone starting to

same job as you should regard
you as on expert, and they
should. If they hove any sense,
be lapping your experience lo
enable them to become experts
too. And tor those who ore too
young to be experts, then you
—e probably training to

e the experts of the

series, then you are learning to

become on texpert' In expert
systems, At present, I hope that

you regard me as on expert In

knowledge to allow you to gain
some expertise In this area. But,

expert systems are a long way
from my principle area of

expertise, and there are now
many expert system professionals

« thaiAli ol whlc
expertise is rt

subject will appear on expert to
'10 knows nothing at

doui inuir subject, to become
belter experts. This Is even true

lor 'high-powered' experts; rules

—d procedures will change.

experts, to maintain their

expertise, must leorn these new
and knowledge.

The same Is also true of
computer expert systems With
"--

'-elp of a human expert, they
must be capable of learning
new rules and knowledge to

become better experts, and
adjust to changing clrcum-
-"-nces. How expert systems can

rn Is the subject of this, the
d part of my expert system

One ol the principle ways In

which we learn Is simply to take
In focts Experts give us facts
" uugh books, TV, newspapers.

lond ZX Computing, of course!)
etc. os well as face-to-tace os

lecturers and tutors,

acts In this way, our brain
=s them away tor turure

e expert systems I gave
t month, I gove those

means ol storing and recoiling
those facts. I taught' the
computer those facts by
Including that Information in

DATA lines In the BASIC
programs These expert systems
could be taught more (acts
through a programmer adding
more DATA lines containing



ind n s. This Is

particularly <

assumes Ifiat the expert
teaching the system new
knowledge is also a
programmer. Not only has he to

type In DATA lines containing
toots, he has to understand how
the program works, and the

o modify or update

Spectrum, then omit lines 3000 to
3110 ond 4030 to the end.

All the expert systems this

month deal with micro-
computers. The idea Is that you
specify a set ot features, ond the
expert system will select a

d (lint 270 to 330

v II-

e

some program I

system to work wirn me new rules

So, why have a computer it It

can't do things automatically tor

you. And that's what the first two
programs this month will do. One
lor serial decisions (fig. 1) and
one tor parallel decisions (tig. 3).

Like last month, they were written
on the QL, but tested on both
Spectrum and QL. They are a
little light on the Interrogation
side; the theory and practise of
that was covered last month.
These programs aim to show you
how to teach tacts and rules to
an expert system.

Lei's start with the serial

n maker In fla. 1. Type In

Ihe listing a
3 QL. It you

Spectrum computers. The
decision tree (or this very small
expert system Is shown In (Ig.

2(a). When you RUN this

program, the knowledge and
rule arrays are created [line 160]
and filled (lines 190 to 240). The
questions and answer strings ore
entered Into array q$ (line 210).

Numeric array Y (line 230) Is the
rule array which contains the
pointers to positions In array qS
depending on yes' ot 'no'

answers. A zero in the rule array

Rules

The rule and knowledge arrays

and tig. 2(a)] In the program.
RUNning, once the arrays are set
up. the program's basic menu Is

shown- a choice of Interrogating
the knowledge base (1),

expanding the knowledge base
(2) or stopping (3) Is given. Using
the knowledge base to Ilows

month's program. You give yesmo
answers to each question until

an answer Is given, then you go
back to the menu. Before you try

teaching the knowledge base
anything new, try using the
system a few limes.
Once you have the leel of the

system, press '2' on Ihe main
menu. Apart Irom Ihe
introductory message (lines 820
to 840), the first part of adding to
Ihe knowledge base Is just like

using It. The purpose Is to get lo
Ihe appropriate part ot the
knowledge base thai you wish to
expand.

II Ihe diagram in tig. 2(a)
looks like an upside-down tree to
you, then that's exactly what II Is

— a decision Iree. And
something like a real tree, this



UW

£
E
<
O
Oa

one grows' by spreading new

reach a tip (le an answer], you
can replace that answer with a
question. One answer to that
question should be the answer
you have Just displaced; the
other answer, (or this expert
system, onother nome ot a
computer So the question
should be carefully chosen (by

e expert) to discriminate

Sq when the message Enter
new question' appears on the
screen, type in the above
question (with the question

thar e first tl

u say yes.

mark), t

: ql: o

(computer system) and the new

Fig. 2b gives yqu one
example. Start (rom the main
menu, press option '2\ then
select y'.V.'n' to the three
questions You'll end up being

Spectrum 12B, and the questions
"Do you want to add to this

point?" A 'n' reply would take
you back to the main menu (an

wrong branch]; you should reply

computer, with 128K ot RAM,
which does not have a built-in

cassette deck. This Ills a
Spectrum 128: It's also true for o
QL, and that's the extra answer
that I wont to insert at this point.

So, what yeslno question will

differentiate between a QL and
Spectrum 128? I've chosen 'Does

finally, tell the computer whethi
the answer given Is the yes or r

response to the new question.
The program then sorts out fhe
rule and knowledge base (line!

1100 to 1160) to Insert the new

ng.T p : Wher II that is

n Instant, the program

Knowledge base

further knowledge
the system, up to c
50. If you had on;
the first question "Is It a home
computer? ". you would get thi

response "IBM PC". Now, while
that Isn't too far from fhe truth.

I'm sure that fhose computer
experfs

difference between QL and

On the Spectrum, (lines 4000
to 4020), the program is simply
SAVEd [with all Its data), and set

to autorun the next time you
load, with

the
You can't do that on the QL,

so fhe routine [lines 3000 to 3100)
Is used Instead. Place a
cartridge in mdv2 before
saying y to 'Do you want to

save the knowledge base?' A tile

called expert_base Is saved on
mdv2_ with all the data. Next

i you want fo use this

wledge base on the QL. load
program, and type in LD
jad of RUN. This actlvotes the
Ine (lines 4030 to 4150) to

J In the data from
ert__base. before you use the

Once you've expanded tt

knowledge base, the last thli

you'll want to do Is lose oil tl

using this program that a serlol

approoch Is probably not the
best way to select a computer.
You are more likely to have a list

of features that you want, and
maich those against various
computer profiles for the best fit

— In other words, use o parallel
approoch to decide on your

f Spectrum *2 \ f

Fig. 2a. Decision tr

EXPERT
SYSTEMS

1

1

( (Spectrum 128)
J

<j==J>^
Spectrum 128

Fig, 2b, Adding a new bran h to the t-ee
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preferred computer. So, (he next you'll see it has several features 800 to 840). then It will ask you lo

teaching program does jusl thai. the same as the serial example. enter your yeslno replies to all

Flg.3. contolns the listing for The menu is exactly the same By tllteen questions [lines 850 to

(his program. The program can selecting T you get to try out 860}, checking to see that

be entered as listed on the QL. the system, which starts with only exactly the same profile doesn't

On the Spectrum, do not type In four Sinclair computers In its

lines 1060 to 1170 and 1220 to knowledge base though there is array (rS). If this is satisfied, then

1370. Also on the Spectrum, the room lor titty. your expert rules are stored In

siring joining '& in lines 2060 This expert system will ask the rule array and the name
and 2070 should be '+'. array (aS).

Just to remind you, in parallel selected to differentiate between Like the serial example, the
decisions you are asked a series various computers [lines 210 to knowledge base can be stored

of questions, and your yesfno

replies are coded '1' and '0',

3601. I'm sure you computer when the stop option (3) is

experts can think ol many more,
respectively. This string ol zeros loading) work In exactly the
and ones Is then matched suitable example So, you will same way as In the serial

gainst the zeros ond ones In learning program example.

found, then the computer should
In teaching the expert system D.I.Y.

some new computers [option '21.

report this. It the match Isn't you are first asked to give Ihe So far. you've had to help your
perfect. Ihe computer should name of the new computer. A expert system every step of the
search tor the closest match. check is made to see that the way. In the final example this

In BUNnlng this program. name doesn't already exist (lines monlh. we'll try and get the
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m
k lot it

odoo bil n
i. Tne program for

Is example is In flg.4. It again
uses the parallel decision
approach, but this time. It tries to
develop the rule base lor Itself.

You'll find it's very Inefficient, bul
the program coding will give
you an idea how the expert
system will automatically adjust
Its rules — well, almost
automatically; it still needs a
little help from usl

To keep things fairly simple.
there are lust five answers In this

self-leornlng prog/am, with seven
features. Line 180 dimensions

J I arrays. As before, fS

response to each of the seven

then the rules ore not changed.
but If the guess Is wrong, then
the rules are altered, and the
updated rules ore displayed.

At this point, some
explanation is required as to
what Is happening during
adjustment of the self-leornlng
rule array (s). That array is

. ulled with zeros [line 410],

a£ c i( the

(S stored In the programrhe ru

[the re

apparent in a moment), while
the or ray V is the rule base
which the computer will create
by self-learning. Numeric array

V is used in decision making; it

keeps the score of each possible
mparing
against the rule

When you RUN the progrom,

elf-learning rule base for

answer In turn, and enter the
stored features from the correct
rule array (r), then gets the
computer to make a decision
based on those features using
the rule array It is developing (s).

When you first RUN the program,
and select the test option, you'll
note that the rule array will

always select Spectrum 49K' — it

still hos a lot to learn!
You can start teaching the

system to allow It to adjust the
rule array either manually or
automatically. Option 2' Is the
manual approach. You will be
osked tlve times [before returning
to the main menu) to think of

provide the correct yes.'no

n -tie v. ' first te

When you enter the profile of
ony one computer system [lines

2000 to 2090) a string of ones
and zeros is set up representing
your sequence of yes/no answers
In lines 2200 to 2300 every
element in thai string Is

corresponding rule (in array V)

1 this is

you'll get higher numbers, a
negative numbers too.

Typing In features time or
time again Is rather boring,

a possible answer at random
(lines 2100 to 2170 - please note
the different structures In line
2110 depending on which
machine. Spectrum or QL, you
are using], and teeds the yeslno
answers automatically into string

tS. The computer will then select
an answer, as belore, using its

developing rule array [s). As the

this It:

or wrong, and updates ft

array If It Is wrong.
Whether you use the moi

or automotlc profile entry
procedure, you may be

= r gM

and the rule

2410).

If the computer's answer is

wrong, then you tell it the
correct answer (lines 2420 to

2560). and the sell-learning rul

array Is ad|usted Each rule

and g right e

n the c

i. In teochlng
an expert system, It Is always
much easier to be able to aive
the computer Ihe co
enter Into Its rule bas
modification ot the n

eramptaa

d if a Ves' response
is given to a particular feature
les 2770 to 2790). For the
swer given incorrectly (and
ler possible answers which

lor each feature given Ves' In

the profile supplied by you (line;

2710 to 2760).

All that may seem rather
complicated, but If you work
through it a lew times, I hope
you will start to see the logic of
what Is going on. When the rule
array Is printed out on Ihe
screen, you'll get strings of

e ot the features ol

nore ol his computers
nlng may be the easiest

way a user, not familiar with the
inner workings ot the system, can
update the rule base to adjust
to these changes.

So far, we have considered all

our examples as capable of

dealing with yes'no responses
only, Whot happens if the user
doesn't know the answer? And
what happens If the response

no? The mathematics of our
experts systems get a Utile more
complex as we consider these
items in the next part ot this

Il%i5S,„»._.

-
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CR&SSFIRE
Views on products old and new
in this month's post bag

i speed up the cole
jltiple Linear Regies
University Software wi

stem. However I haven'l enough! replies tc

're about this Interlace issue ot the news
wot trie Hisoft Compiler include on oiler k

t-.-'IO I'.'i <:1 i
. E't-r. So<r£n-j.'niCvl<:Ck

lllilies which con be antheZXS! ih,? n,

iork Willi Beta would be to eon;r:t>uM« f,e.

Since last writing I

software tor the ZXB1; I,

may still be released.
I<,;r, g.yi'i

s utility replacing PI byt.

i It lias VAIVntimber" with ac

runs such a group and would like to get

In louch with us?
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I be finished. I've sold
only around zu copies ol "War Web' lo

. : m s doesn't justify the cos/ ot

I will no longer be advetlismg ZX81

'.''a.'
,' in;; ..:. ...!...:: <l;-.-;. ;':

,!;;;->,' rdfia* ol ovr.:-- <-'' H;<< 7>.81

and -Pine Marten- will continue as long

Gory Rowland /Pooler Games).
Oagenham, Essex.
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thedlSCDPLE
interface lor all computers
Speclrum range.

Cunningly designed to
resemble the Interface 1 Itl

Disciple u

Vour chance to win the

most exciting Spectrum

add-on to appear for a
very tong time

The Disciple Is on Immensely

Speclrum's Input and output
ports free to use. With features

allowing up to 16 snapshot (lies

to be saved when working with
double density, the Disciple has
found favour among serious
Spectrum users since Its recent
Introduction.

We are ottering two Disciples
In this competition. All you have
to do is select the right a
to the questions b~'— --

Disciple Competition

rark perhaps Rocktort

picked out ol the hat
a Disciple.

The Questions
1. How many 46K con-
games could save on a double
sided double density disc using
the Disciple with an 80 track disk

a) 8.

'

the Disciple is approximately
a) 20 times
b) 40 times
c) 60 times

from tape.

3. To copy a screen Irom o

printer with the Disciple, you
simply-
a) Press Cap Shift and the
snapshot button.
b) Enter LPRINT.
c) Press P and Snopshot bulk

4. Which statement is incorrei

c) The loystlck ports ore
Kempston. Interface II and
Protek.

The competition Is open to al
ZX readers except employees of
Argus Specialist Publications.
Chase Web. Rocktort Products,
and Miles Gordon Technology.

E
O
O

Monthly, No 1 Golden Squc
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A game of ups and

downs from Quicksilva

unexciting tltl
-

" " '

Quicksilva are finally starting to

show signs of lite again. Their

recent Slider Rider wasn't earth
shattering but it did have some
nice touches, and now
Quicksilva have joined (tie rest

o! the Industry by turning lo

e never played the original
op version of Elevator Action
don't know how faithful a

building through the
You enter through the re

head downwards, though yi

might find that you '

bit of shuttling up a
you go after all the

.

Unlike our own secret si

chaps who go up tc

strangers in
"

I. When you
come face to face with the
guards you can either run for

slow start It did turn out to Oi

simple, if undemanding, tun.

The game is set inside o t

building where oil the tloors

interconnected, both horizon

At the top o'

there's just the one
guards to avoid, bi

own before they

;an lump or duck

change n<

great wodge ot instructions

betore getting into the game). It

would be even beter II the
layout of the building changed

guards — as it stands I think the
game's life Is probably limited

by the number ot times that

you're prepared to go over the
same ground. The game is olso

arcade ci

complete then Elevator A
worth a look.M

L»„ljjkJ
Ij.II,, U,A
klEE uA
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RANDOM LANDSCAPE
GRAPHICS

Alan Davis presents a

technique for creating

random adventure

backgrounds

each garphlc lllustrat

perhaps by using sr

Is onto which

rt oi Background work

I don't propose to do more in
up this article than to tackle the Job

ol drawing backgrounds,
because this alone generated
quite enough Interesting little

u problems to keep us occupied
lion for a monthl At the outset. I

e theo :.: !28K
Spectrum,
trundling along with our old 4BK
machines, and are generally
(airly content I suspect Speaking
purely personally, and confining
my remarks to the adventure

the polentlal ol 48K has been
exhausted yet (or anywhere near
It]. But having said that. I must
admit that there's one aspect ol

though they might dlHer in

One program which used
something like T'

- '"

"Vain.

it 48K a

graphics, ot course. They gobble

adventure writer is always on the
look-out lor programming

recently by bi „
budget game Again, speaking
purely tor mysell, I always felt

that the game llselt was slightly
less interesting thon cold rice
pudding, but I must admit that I

do (Ind the Illustrations highly
atmospheric. So the method
clearly can work, and yet oddly
enough nothing quite like It

began [as I so often do] by
trying out a lew simple ideas Ir

BASIC Listing 1 will show you tr

sort ot thing I was aiming lor.

and It you type It in and run It

you'll get some Idea ot the
effects thai con be achieved

[It's ridiculously slow ot course,
but that doesn't matter for the
moment]. The screen shot whicl
should be lurking somewhere
about these pages shows an
application ot the same
principle

graphics lor

superimpose

:>. Shall o go?
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system of potential Interest to the
adventure programmer Is the
(act that, as you know, the RND

produce random numbers at all:

il produces pseudo-random
numbers This means that we gel
a strictly predetermined
sequence which repeats itself

only after 65536 numbers have
been generated. The starting

st by

lime you press a key in response
to the "Next picture?" prompt,
the value of n Is Increased so
that the sequence begins next
time Irom a different point and
produces a dltterenf picture, the
changes are most noticeable in

the mountain profiles mainly
because these are the most
complex shapes [being the ones
I spent the most time tinkering
Willi).

represent

adventure, and precede every

by "RANDOMIZE n", we'll always
gel the same set of background
graphics for the same location,
yet the background for each
location will be different. Of

further than I've done here.

conditionally on the value of n]

Just by changing the Ink and
paper the lake In the middle

Speed trap

can easily be coped with i

machine code by making
suitable calls to the ROM. I-

Spectrum BND routine Is

horrendously slow, and using it

from machine code doesn't
actually make much difference.

Strictly speaking, we don'l
actually need all the possible
permutations in the RND

Nor do we need 6553*
pictures, come to that. Wouldn't
256 be enough? Well then, why
don't we simply stash away in

memory a table ot 256 pseudo-
random integers, and then
extract our random numbers
tram the tobies as and when
they're needed?

addresses 64744 to 64999
inclusive) and till each of th<

MJuUntUHinimM.ti.1, Jhldlli tad, .lifcll.
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Now Imagine that we have
pointer which can be moved
along the table. Whenever
want a random number wt
collect the entrv in the table
Indicated by the current poslth

lor the n
collectio

simply a-

just

dy

:rxi'- iV It ton
o the start agalr.

we can get 256 different pictures
according to the initial position
ot the pointer. Of course you'll

rightly point out that during the
drawing ot one complete
picture the pointer will cycle
many times through the table,

repeating itself every time.

enough it doesn't matter much
In practice. A hint of regularity In

things like the "grass" or "reeds"
graphics will hardly be obtrusive
anyway and with more
complicated shapes like

random numbers by the graphic

mask almost completely the
underlying repetitions. The
techniques wouldn't suit a

Translation
We're now in a postilon to

ilia I

ir to

Is of using

subroutines, and th

in Listing 2. The fin

the well-known me
the ROM routines ft

line and plotting a point. To get
the equivalent ot PLOT x,y we
load 'is C r-o vr- with "•

. the B

register with y". and then CALL
PLOT. To get the equivalent ol

DRAW i.y we load the B and C
registers similarly and then CALL
DRAW.

The Inleresling stud comes
with the third routine [labelled
RAND In Listing 2) I've annotated
this in some detail so that all I

it's used. It produces the
equivalent ol INT [RND-x] using
a table ol 256 random integers
as we discussed above. The
routine Is entered with the A
register holding the value of "x".

and on return you'll find the A
register holding INT (SND*k). I

same |ob as the de
function In Listing 1. You'll ni

to fill the table Irom BASIC

h 'n=

the starting point of the RAND
sequence by POKEing 65057
(POINT) with the current locallor
number In your adventure — thl

is effectively the "pointer" we
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zW
example. If von want your
picture to appear as though
night had fallen you could POKE
65137.1. This would change the
paper lor the top 5 strips (the
"sky") from cyan to nine Tn turn
the
might POKE 6513B.4

Listing 3. Although this Isn't

annotated (ft It was It would fa
up lar more space than It's

worth) I've stuck as closely as I

can to the BASIC in Listing 1 sc
thot you should be able to

difficulty. In ony case you'll
almost certainly want to tinker
with these, adding your own
extra routines and possibly
making the existing ones look
™™e interesting

much anxiety, Of course these
backgrounds won't do on their
own, but arranging a few sub-
routines to print up the shapes
castles, huts, and the like, In
blocks ot character squares isr

difficult. I hove a little deslgnei
program to deal with this, (re-

stores the graphics for builc
in an alternative character
so that they can be printed
using R5T 16. But that mlqhf
obfo

igs

acceptable bargain.

routines themselves take up very
little memory, and you can

:n the

grounds. Cou Ids yours
adventure to use
"RANDSCAPING", perh

n the ui

it stands, then simply
assemble Listing 3 ot the end
Listing 2, leaving out the ORG
65140 Instruction and the PuOT
DRAW, and RAND label
definitions at the end.

Picture demo

BASIC program to drive it. listing

ARE YOU A BUDDING
PROGRAMMER? mmmm— X\s alwavs lookinn fnr ton /™

t^ ... I r ,7**^.X is always looking tor top
quality games and utilities for
publication. If you have a top
notch game or a useful utility foi

the Spectrum or Ql_ why not
send it to us for appraisal on
cassette or microdrive complete
with a listing if possible.

There is also our new feature
Short Cuts to showcase your
practical, novel or imaginative
short routines with cash prizes for
published listings. For longer
programs we pay competitive
rates, and if you have an idea
for an article or series for ZX —
drop us a line or phone Bryan or
Cliff on 01-437 0626 to talk it over.
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SPORTS SIMULATION OFFER

luding p&p payable

to: Argus Mall Order (ZX), Unite 152.
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I IBiaiaittBSnBi^M wibstars
I

dlwrslty Is added to the usuol
game with ihe opportunity lo
gamble your winnings on a rou-

QQHfgeig

las-"
n

Dizzy Dice Is obou

dice (guessing wheth
>e higher or lower I ] glaring Inaccur- __r^L

poinl ihls game was olways
going lo face an uphill shuggle
lo succeed. Nonetheless great

lusire notions — unfortunately

Secondly there's o brief arcade



ScUble^ha!
l

t

P
he
C
bJ"reJ

h
l

things goes on a bit too long, so

1

spend^most oMIte 'time JSv

budget classic It Is tolrly

Graph Ically the game Is

igure. very well animated as he nnnn* - ,

liuulJ mJLgraphics compare well with

Wtt*«l*Hi1«*tl*Hi*a*4*

A IX
i

• * ¥rt*i*t-

« '

PROTECT ^^
II

1

hTT^H

With.., Il's a plant
Butch Hard Guy I:

platforms on each ot the gat

platform, kicking the cc
doors open and enabling

helicopter (see I told you It'

a platform game].

inuu umiuiiuim snog. Each screen Is patrolled

., olgame — inoiher by Dr. Fu's robot guards, which
words Hi (ust another combat are coated In a poison which

(that'll nave 'em rolling In if

aisles). Once you've recovers

.

(rom the rlb-spllltlng uproailous- them, w
nessof all that you ve got noth- sIHI lor

Pacific The cct

won't oeeept Sli



Uahttorce. You control
ship flying over the
surface of a plonet
(stop me II you've hear
before) "- -

presented but not exactly ooz- 1 the smaN
SU
play?ng

,a
Srea

S oUhe screen tor Pjayjng It - as

reoson (probably 10 keep the
ough reasonobly well drown. only getting hall o game since

laMmaonalsnfStlthi oofi

the Terra Casta logo and score
i

slightly bettet game It the pro-
more originality Ifs not likely to

occupies only the might mean a less folthlul con- Terra Creslo but without a bit ItA Mi* \ \SP-J1

Xe Ine resfts'oc'c^o'iedh^ rTSSUKHL^lKl!
h™ "™<te ™« "'ifllhallty Ifs not likely ic P II II 1 1W^ 1

*. '
wmie me rest is occupiea Py osilghtly bettetgame tthepro- lake over osanvone's tavountp « I 7^-~--i £
the Terra Casta logo and score grommers had used the whole shoot em up

'avourne
yyyy | j _[v^7 >

.

|



BY ALAN DAVIS

;first steps into
hoped wos a painless method
making

"

t. then I hope II

proved "successful for you — t

-
st confess tti

-
'
" J

guilty it 51 left it t that.

ft scratching
Ifielr heads and wondering
"How do I get from here to 3D
sprite graphics?" might, with
some Justification, feel somewhat
dismayedi So here goes with a
second Instalment. The 3D sprite

graphics are still a bit tar off, but
I hope we can gel a lew steps
nearer without offending the
purists too badly.

Screen routine

Introduce a few new concepts
(but not loo many), tn so doing,
we'll actually be able to write c
rather uselul llftle screen
manipulating routlna The

Use of the HL register pair
to "po int" to an address.

65368 1(S ORG 65368
653GB 20 LD HL, 22528
65371 30 LD A, (COLOUR)
65374 40 LD (HL).A
65375 50 RET
65376 63 COLOUR DEFB 7

_ 1

le

BESS
counting"

IB
oop

65368 10 ORG 65368
65368 ?« LD A,®
65370 3« LD (COUNT), A
65373 40 LOOP LD A, (COUNT)
65376 Stf CP 255
65378 r,<?> RET Z
65379 79 INC A
65380 Fi« LD (COUNT), A
65363 90 JP LOOP
G5386 !«« COUNT DEFB

give Tonl Baker hysterics -
It'll be simple (very), ond i'

work pretty well. Just to t&
your appetite, take a look
Listing 1 - oi, better still, c
the old Spectrum out of its

minutes typing it In. When
RUN It, the program will dr

pattern on the screen and
you to set the PAPER and II

values. It you respond In e

coloured In from top to bottom
In the new PAPER and INK
colours, leaving the original
pattern completely intact. You've
probably seen this sort of thing
before — It's often called a
"wosh" routine, and It would be
a useful addition to any
graphics designing program
since the Spectjum doesnt have
an inbuilt BASIC command to do
It. The trouble Is that, as you may
have noticed, it's very s-l-o-wl!

We don't

"

o
o

find ft n for It srio . s

I 80, 90
i the program loc

the way through (he screen
attributes area of memory,
poking into each address t

appropriate value for the o
-- J

PAPER. Si

there
to be coloured, It's not surprising
that this takes a bit of time.
Wouldn't It be nice If we could
replace lines 80 to 100 with a
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s
<a
O
o

mil

FIRST STEPS INTO
section of memory lite
a (It occupies the 768
im oddress 22528

Is something Ihot tl

good ot. So this Is '

going to attempt.

Registers

lew Z80 Instruction: LD (HL).A.

leld In the A register into the
iyte ol memory whose address
s held In the HL register pair." In

lumber 7 being stored in
jddress 22528. Then, finally, line
iO returns us to BASIC
Now you might be thinking

COUNT. This is Just to make sure
that the counting of the loops
does actually start at zero. At

e 40 we enter the loop Itself -— '-bel LOOP to
e program:lark tnls point

we'll see why ir

weputthecurr...
the COUNT byte Ir

it contents of
"

i the A

But don't worry about that (or
now — all will be revealed In
due course Meanwhile, you
might like to try out this little

" e for yourself. To do so,

;an store larger
sing TWO registers.

r handling pairs ol
st this purpose Two

n pairings

Instruction for loading the HL
pa 1

CP 255. Think of this
as meaning "ComPare the
number in the A register with
255". Now obviously the Z60 can't
actually "compare" two numbers
In any Intelligent sense, but it

can do a simple subtraction ot

BASIC NEW tr

will still Is

is the

LD HL.515

What's aotuolly happening
Well, the number 51S is in fc.
being split into two separate
bytes. One of these

"b -
1

'

Spectrum [which

UDG area) and
enter the command PRINT AT
0.01A" to get the letter "A" In the
lop left character square. Now
type RANDOMIZE USR 65368,
and abracadabra — the 'A" will
still be there but in white INK on
black PAPER. Try poking o
different value (8xPAPER+INKl into
65376 (COLOUR), and do
RANDOMIZE USR 65368 again It

really does work. doesn'Mr? So

process 768 times to change the

j So Hi

e subtraction is

of the CP

igh

A the

id I! •-.'

.. multiples _. -„
ther - the "Low byte
whatever remain. So In

Itle H register stores the
number 2 [2x256=512) and the L
register stores 3 (ie 515-2x256).
Its easy to discover the biggest
number that can be stored in
this way: <t both registers contain
255, then we have
255+255x256=65535. However, we
don't really need to cope with
this In detail at present: it's

enough just to appreciate that
any number ot 65535 can be
loaded info the HL register pair.

lake a look at Listing 2, which Is

on assembly program for
changing the attributes ot the

a program loop

Loops
Forget our present problem k

the Z80 simply count a specific
number ol cycles (say 256) and
then "return to BASIC'7 In other
words, can we write the
equivalent ot something like:

FOR 1=0 TO 265: NEXT I

"remembered" by the ZBO as
either ZERO or NOT ZERO.
[Incidentally, this result Is stored
In a single bit of the F register
called the "zero flag", but you
don't really need to worry about
thot here). The contents of the A
register are unchanged by all

have the possibility of
conditional actions. We can
make the program perform one
action In the event of a ZERO
result, and another If we get NOT
ZERO Which brings us to line 60
— and you can probably guess— "RETurn if

i the byte

there
* held

- pragra

>f doing It ifact

If the nur
COUNT h
255. tl.. ,_._

BASIC On this first p_
course COUNT contains zero -
Isn't equal to 255. So the
program moves on to the next
[nst'uction, line 70. Here the A

t month],dealt with INC A
5 this 1

code In the
graphics area, and" the ORG
directive at line 10 tells the
assembler to do this. Line 20
loads the number 22528 (which
is the address tor the start ol the
attributes area, remember) Into
"e HL register pair, and "

this one, but this method
perhaps sticks closer to the
concepts we already know-
actually, a better equivalent a
a BASIC subroutine would be:

10 LET COUNT=0
20 IF COUNT-25=0 THEN
RETURN
30 LET COUNT=COUNT+1
40 GOTO 20

What I've done In Listing 3 is to
set up a single byte (COUNT]

COUNT w

* regis!

of ft

h the

no longer contain
«**, uu, ,. Finally, at line 90, we
encounter a "jump" instruction
JP LOOP This tells the Z80 to go
back to the Instruction labelled
LOOP" and carry on from there

I think you can follow the rest
yourself. The program will cycle
round and round, increasing the
contents of COUNT by one each

mill eventually it contains
255. When this hoppens, line 60

~,._ ,..„ „„„„ win CQUEe a re,urn fo BAStc
>
the counting This is the most complicated
the little BASIC loop bit of programming we've
program proper starts attempted so lar and It's worth
by clearing out the making sure thot you understand

3t's going on before
ding further. II you get
31 back to the little 4-line
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MACHINE CODE!
BASIC loop counter tor help. The
parallel between thai and Ihe
assembler program Is very close.

Happy? Good — because
we're now very nearly home and
dry. II we combine Listing 2 and
Listing 3, with lust very slight

(bul crucial) addition, we have
routine [Listing 4) which will

perform a "wash" over the first

256 character squares of the
screen. Lines 20 to 40 set up the
Initial conditions [put first

address of attributes area into

HL, and zero the counter) and
then the loop Is entered. The A
register picks up the "colour"

(line 50) and transfers It to the
address which HL points to [line

60) then we check the counter
"

is 70 to 90) Increase It by one

succession, with HL Initially

containing 22528 for the first run,

22784 (22528+256) for the
second, and 23040 (22784+256)
for the third and final run. But we
don't need to type in the whole
thing three times, t
ZSOa

broutlnt

e (airly painlessly. What II

" la ii

h the

e 100) a I-- 111':.- n

count [line 110). No-
crucial addition I mentioned It's

a new instruction, but you'll

know exactly what if means: INC
HL (line 120). This increases the
number held In HL by 1 - so

"points" to the neit

sajur
addre;
130ca___.
Instruction labelled LOOR c

the whole process Is repeated
over and over again until 256
cycles have been completed,
causing a return to BASIC at lint

90.

d the apparently roundabout
routine In Listing 27 By storing

the current attribute address in

HL. we can simply "point" the
routine to the ne«t address by
using the INC HL Instruction
repeatedly as we go round the

Listing 4 will Indeed work —

the top third ol the screen. What
about the other two thirds? No

3t Listing 5. This

d using CALL WASH,
.ssemblet program

ons irom lines 20 to 80, in

i
HL Is given the

Srlole initial value, and
routine WASH called

BASIC is made at line 80. Just

one further point may puzzle you
here; why Is It that previously the

RET Z Instruction has caused a
return to BASIC whereas now it

no longer does? The short

was preceded by a CALL
Instruction, and the Z80

from after It returns from a
subroutine. Incidentally, just os
every BASIC subroutine must end
with a RETURN sooner or later, so
every machine code subroutine

) terminate i

1I
8"

Ein

p third of the

653SB ,„ OEG 65368
65368 'M LD HL, 22528
65371 m LD A.e
65373 40 LD (COUNT), A
B5376 SB LOOP LD A, (COLOUR!

HH LD (HL).A
65388 LD A. (COUNT)
65383 CT 255
65385 9(1 RET Z
65386 </••/> INC A

653B7 LD (COUNT) ,

A

65390 /</> INC HL
65391 JF LOOP
65394 UN DEFB 7
65395 50 CD HI DEFB

ih<?

like, save the machine code
bytes thus produced [SAVE
"wash" CODE 65368,44). NEW th'

Spectrum (which leaves the

UDG area), type In Listing 1

again — and just for tun, run
once more to remind yourself

what lite used to be like befoi

wizard. Tedious, eh? Now BREAK,
delete lines 80. 90, and 100. and
add the following BASIC lines:

a RET. Now RUN the program. Walt lor

the pattern to be drawn; choose
your paper colour: hold your
breath . . , then choose the

problem. Al we need to do is to Assemble Listlnr 5, and It yc Magic

'uash "
.

IFE1»
65392 110 LOOP LD A, (COLOUR)

65368 10 OEG 65368 65395 120 LD IHD.A
65368 20 LD HL, 22528 65396 130 LD A, (COUNT)
65371 30 CALL WASH 65399 140 CP 255
S5374 4<d LD HL, 22764 65401 lh« RET Z
65377 50 CALL MASH 65402 160 INC A

6536® 60 LD HL, 23040 65403 170 LD (COUNT), A
65383 70 CALL WASH 65406 180 INC HL
65386 80 RET 65407 190 JP LOOP
65387 90 WASH LB A.0 65410 '«0 COLOUR DEFB 7
65369 100 LD (COUNT) .A 65411 210 COUNT DEFB
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Activision's latest casts

the hacker as hero. HACKER 2
.-_. MRU In

unnoticed. You have to check
several things at once, so the
MFSM has tour screens.

Sounds complicated? I've
impltfled it considerably!—kef 2 Is an extremely

iplex piece ot software: Its

difficult too. and challenging,
though not especially
Intellectual. Quick thinking and
Intelligent mapping are
required. What makes it so

- '
s the Incredible
to detail. For example,
to set the vert

... of the TV screei

you even get noise bars wher
tost forward. And the CIA

il Is convincingly
ing [not that I've ever si

if). Real eftor' '

The

Is gome to
: something very

e labelled Act
Isource,

on incomprehensible technical
manual and no instructions
would not seem the obvious
beginnings tor a great game.
But to mv great surprise, these
Ingredients moke Hacker 2 one
ol the mosf sophisticated
releases I have played for ages.

In this game's prequel. you
hacked your way through
numerous obstacles to prove
yourselt one of the world's finest
hackers, but your endeavours
did not go unnoticed, loading
the Actlsource tape, you log on

Micronet style service — until the
menu Is interrupted by a
message from the CIA! As the
leading expert on breaking
security systems, they have a
mission for you. The Russians
hove developed a simple but
devastating plan to topple the
US government (trust those
scheming commies). The details

"The Doomsday Faper" (sort ol
thing the Ruskles would call
such devious plans). Your task Is

lo retrieve these papers from the
military complex in Siberia
[where elser? As you may have
guessed. I do not entirely
approve of the typicolly
paranoid American scenario].
How can you do this. II you're
sitting In front of a screen bock
home? Via the miracles ol
modern technology, that's how.

Mobile Remote Units (MRUs,
droids at your disposal), and the
Multl-Functlon-Swllching Matrix
(MFSM], which controls the MRUs

Security at the t

'--k that MRUs
ind undetected. Guards
ol the corridors, and there
thirty-eight security cameras

J. Two electronic

are adequate rother t

stunning (slightly chunky);
• Hacker 2 Is perfectly

executed. Patience Is required,
but It does pay off. Instability is

questionable b ' '
—

(lick tt ugh It

successively, checking thot r

unidentified objects are In tt

picture. With the MFSM. you
view what ony ot the 38

i registering, or a plan

synchronise correctly, you co
bypass a camera with a
recording of what It should b
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Now you can invite

Little Computer People

to take up residence in

your 128.

(yes, him, Fve yet to hear ol ai

sightings ot LCP-esses which, t

implication, gives rise to all si

ot Interesting questions) wand— •ou can send

places as well, namely 128K
versions of the Spectrum
(apparently there's not enough
room Inside the 48K models —
Ihey may be Little Computer
People, but they're not that little)

But what are these little

beings (LCPs as they are
sometimes called?). The tirst LCPs
were observed by American

had suspected the presence of

tiny human beings within his

computer for some time when

Once we hod gotten our own
Plus Two loaded up, we all round
ourselves sitting In front of the
Spectrum, storing at the empty

game can be, but it

you ve got a 128 or Plus 2 why
not say hello to a Little

Computer Person sometime Who

door, then an LCP e
give the place the once over.

This was Drew, a cool looking
LCP sporting sunglasses and

up residence (accompanied by
his Little Computer Dog). Once
your LCP is in. you've got a
choice: you can sit back and



Amphibian daring in back to Ihe original i

the dungeon as

Hewson unveil a

sprawling magical epic con make n d
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ER BOARD
The most authentic golf

simulation the

Spectrum has ever

seen.

Leaderboard
US Gold
£9.95

^Sports simulations have beer
In the doldrums recent ly so tin

arrival ol Leaderboard (a char
topping Commodore game) o
the Spectrum Is cause tor

celebration especially os It's Ir

a different league to any
existing golf game

excellent w
colours and a smoothly
animated playing figure. The
perspective ol the ball In flight

previous golfing gomes — such
as hitting me Hag In the hole
trom on approach shot.

ally good simulation which will

be lapped up by anyone with
an Interest In golt ond by those
who enjoy a well put together

The ultimate accolade for a
sporting simulation would be
that It was preferable io playing

' although

The list ol options is

undoubtedly Impressive — there
are tour IB hole courses to play
on plus a practice driving
range. Up to four players can
take part In o round and there
are three levels of difficulty,

novice, amateur and profes-
sional (where subtle shifts In

wind direction affect the flight of
the ball). Each player has a
choice of club (from an
available 14) and con adjust the
power, slice and hook In his shot
by timing the drive agalnsf a
moving bar display.

The Joy of the game Is the

:pand

high responsiveness
changes in your play. Select
wrong club or apply too r

slice and you pay deorly
your score threatens to
off the scoreboard. On

and if this was real I

spending a fortune i

Pinpoint accuracy Is

the way down to the
are kept up tc

-"-"-

i you'd b

OSTIili
HIT



THE DISC
COLU
John Wase presents another

selection ot useful routines for

Discovery owners.

.

:: diss

e thought that
perhaps the best solution was to
set up a relatively short (lie of

key numbers to be used OS an
index to manipulate larger files.

When I wrote back, I pointed out

filing problem rather than a
Discovery problem, but thot he
was on the right track. Now
here's a short program that
Illustrates the principle perfectly.

List!

telephor

I
length of four; that

i

three digits, plus one for thi

ENTER used as a separator
automatically Inserted each
time we print tf to

"

gives 999 of these
an eitra two at thi

This

Since there ore plenty o
available, Chris

'- J -

for writing to

and others lor reading from files.

Chris also warns, too. at using
CLEAR" whilst useful on
occasions lor closing all streams,
it does what it says. Thus, il

clears out everything In all open
streams, doing a Paul Daniel

fileo

the

be space available

is created first. Next,

As Chris says, this Is a good
Illustration of the method
Discovery uses to write to a

"'a This part ot

accompanying

the progra

Listing 2

before manipulating or adding
further records, and this Is done
In lines 70-90 which Illustrate

string arrays,

thot. as in all

tiles, each entry srogra
:, Ihe u A ff ..

ilpulotlon.

As Chris says, there are one i

two things mentioned only
briefly In the Opus manual
which are worth emphasizing.
Firstly, you cannot get a st

to flow In two ways at o

—

o te'i
e trying to

So In routine
e 690. CLEAR #

be used, but In the "deleti

record" routine which mot
key-numbers in the Index I

each streom must be clos
(line 760) to send the lates

the file.

The manual does not rr

that If you POINT - n;x an

scrolling when printing the
contents of a file to the scree
simple variable Is used In thi

the example program.

The example program has been
deliberately kept simple.
Improvements could Include use
of subroutines for reading from
or writing to random access tiles

and use ot an "inserting search"
routine instead of the simple
progressive search could speed
things up. In addition, the crude
"change record" routine could
be replaced with an editing
routine, and an "Add-More?
option in the add item routine
would be helpful. Use of
machine code Insert and find
routines and/Or the RAM disc
(particularly the big 128K one)
would also make things run
taster. Finally. I had a glitch in

the discs [which got on atlack ol
perpetual motion) or something
while the program was running:— RAN It again. That

s the
Obyn

s; this c
ing listing 1
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Jumped over in later program
repeats. Nevertheless, the

satisfactorily c

An Alternative

__ il Ihe ports used and
how to initialise Ihem. Con
anyone help him?

interest. For instance, David
Calow of Worksop mentions that

if he SAVES a program to disc as

SAVE « 1;"name??" LINE 10

question mark;, changes the ink

to 7 and adds. Instead, couple
of letters before changing the

ink back to 0, then this protects

the progr
e 10 c -i UK-

try and load by typing In the

visible name alter a CAT, you
merely gel the file not found

'

error. It also prevents accidental

important Oh, and It you suffer

from amnesia, then just change
paper to another colour belore

you CAT. and all is revealed.

RAM Chip
A query from a computer club
concerned 5.25 Inch drives. Is I

possible to run two of these

drives from a Discovery unit, or

what is the RAM chip? Ihe ans'

is thai the RAM chip is pretty

p, and yes.

you can run two 5.25 inch drives

11 you so wish; don't lorget to

unplug the 3.5" original

Discovery drive from the printed

circuil board. Mr D. D. M, Cherry

of Fort Gale. Umtala. Rep. of

and also asks about disc drive

specifications. Almost any

nlioned that he
omments about
n the December

X Computing Monthly April 1987
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oil right, particularly II one Is

using 48K Spectrum, as the
power supply Is ample even (or

128 and most peripherals,
provided that there Is no closh
particularly over the NMI line
which is not continued through
the Opus port.

Auto-run select

not publishing any more CAT
routines, because this is one w
a difference. You remember Mi
Nutting's program, Supercot in
last Octobers ZX Computing?
Well, by using his 'talc" CODE
and modifying the BASIC Alan

simple that even his child ol fi

can use it. The BASIC listed in
Figure4, is saved as "run" LINE
W99. When run, the program
automatically lists oil Ihe BASIC
programs on the disc and
assigns a number to eacn-
entering the

d progra l thei

Opus have clearly abandoned
the Discovery, but we will

going as long as there Is

sufficient Interest. Keep the
programs coming. See you next
month

Most advertisements are legal, decent, honestand truthful.
A few are not. and, like you. we want them stopped.

If you would like to know more about how to make com-
plaints, please send for our booklet: 'The Do's and Don'ts of
Complaining.' It's free.

The Advertising Standards Authority. /

We're here to put it rightY
ASA Ltd

.
Depi Z. Brook House.Torringion Place, L

ace Is donated in the inieicsisol
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Tony Hetherington takes

a spin in four of the

latest Spectrum flight

simulators.

arlng up the
is a game in Us own i

star In Ihe game thai
high speed aerial <

graphics representing Ihe F14
Tomcat fighters.

I found Ihe
vertical split screen displays
worked eiceptlonally well and

than the normal horizontal
display [one player's screen on
lop of Ihe other's), particularly (01

players hunched either side of

Ihe keyboard, you can of course
use loystlcks if you have them

tor the keyboard to make the
bottles fair. If you're up ogalnst
* imputer you'" " "

*cV
"

e controls with additional

chonge weapons while reading
the instruments that report your
speed, altitude, attitude
(climbing or descending) and
plot your opponents position on
your radar. Luckily, these
displays ore easy to read even
when Iravelllng at speed as

played.
The contest begins as both

fighters take-off from their

respective carriers and head
straight for each other Thanks to

Ihe simple lllght controls you

alfack with your machine g
or fire a sidewinder homing
missile A missile will wipe O
your opponent in single si

t you will have to keep h

enough hils to destroy him.
The two player game is a

simple head to head contesl
where both players have a stock
of three planes The lost plane
flying wins the contesl.

Against the computer your
three planes [or lives) must
tackle a series of computer
pilots thol Increase In skill, you
don't score any points, just

survive to tight the next level or
group of three lighters The first

two levels are relatively easy os
the enemy mainly attacks with
It's machine guns and toll easy
prey to your sidewinders but
from then on II gets a lol harder
os you face a succession of
missile tiring goes. To win you
will really tiavti to be Top Gun.



ACE OF ACES

ACE or

ACES



Mi

"No British aircraft will ever

bomb Berlin" was the claim ot

Luftwaffe chief Herman Goerlng.
Now, thanks to US Gold, you can
loin the ranks of RAF Mosquito
pilots that not only bombed
Berlin but also trounced trains,

pummelled planes, sank

victories against the dreaded

Your game begins in the
briefing room with your possible
largets marked an the Squadron
leader's blackboard. You
choose whichever ones you like,

go on a practise mission or

attempt the Ace ot Aces
Srondslam and go for the lot.

owever before you con bomb

lighting Me109s, London bound
bombers and V-1s you'll need to

learn how to fly this highly
versatile lighter bomber.

The mechanics ot flying are
similar to those experienced by
Lancaster bomber pilots in the
excellent Dombusters game and

punches up the mission's tactical

map that plots the relative

positons of you. the larget(s], any
bad weather that con make

of course, the dangerous Me109
fighters. Once you reach your
target (on o bombing m'" 1—

, The Mosqultc
Rolls Ftoyce engines the

controlled directly frorr

and starboard engines
These monitor the throC

a the

Is that car
ding

allhough you don't need them to

land or take-off as the computer
does that tor you.

On course
Selecting the navigator's screen

n the :.

and timing of the bombardier.
Opening the bomb doors will

hopefully reveal the target that

can be destroyed by your

to dump empty fuel tanks to

lighten the load and to switch
the lorward gunner [pilot screen]

d exti

a to

controls. The plone is steered submc
from the pilot's screen thot shows safety,

(he view through the tront of the In If

aircraft as well as Instruments

monitor the plane's height,

speed and course and direct'

and height ot any enemy

nks tor longer flights.

nlsh your training you
I fly a few practise
is to tune up your timing
bomb the train (taking

' " only the carriages
;ontain POWs] and
s before they dive to

Qlng rr

.,.;jhl :;

I you get everything

u only get one
le ideal approach

ot 100mph at anything under
1,000 feet but this might not b
always possible if you've beei
damaged by Me109 a"— ''

1 *: b k to

blighty In time for another

based on a points system with

high scores awarded tor getting

back as well as for largets hit

and even bombs, tuel and

After a tew successful sorties

you'll be ready for a double
mission, perhaps defending
London ogainst V-1 and bomber

'" '
-tally you go for

'h-l.

e Ace of Aces.



Ak&jsm
More high Hying j,™
ond machine are again driven
to their limits, only this time "'- -

battle against the '

you're competing ,„ u ,

alrbourne decathlon —
events (hot require suprf......
control ot your 8D5J 200mph

|

championship „,,„
hall ol lame Before you

you'll have to mum no*
This Is undoubtedly tht. ,.™

difficult of this monfhi I

to keep off the ground let alone
trying to compete In ""
acrobatic events. IhL
any easier when you consider
thai the Instructions were written
lot the Commodore 64 with a
brief ond extremely vague
errata sheet to explain the
Spectrum keysl "Use Joystick *

e 2 or keys 6.7,6.9,0 for
Ing plane" guarantees

ui uisaster flights as you son
our the controls, and it also rule
out the most popular Joystick
Interlaces.

The screen display Is custom
in ir.r sport flying and

- at also includes
ircroft as It swoops and

lodgement then
now and Oe grateful tor

points you've already gol

engine you lose points b
It you don't you rT'

- "- ' '

Luckily you're
J' I ' nish the'
n Ooglni

oompefa * rh eocn oi

perfected my

This aerial convoy
problems in that you „
drop the bombs while trying not

at the bomber that spends



IMEMORYi

PROGRAM
Ton) Baker shows how '

to squeeze some extra

memory out of 16 and

48K Spectrums.

B3E3Ul

SB LET X=X + 1

fa LET C=OA
100 next j
110 READ A
120 IF »<>C THEN PRINT "ERROR
N LINE "il0*I+160t STOP

150 STOP
160 DATA 22,0,0,17,7,l£i,62

) DATA 3, 65, SO, 82,73, 76, 379
1 DATft 32,70,79,79,76,32,360

1?0 DATA 62,2,205,1,22,1,293
200 DATA 7,0,17,0,128,205,357
210 DATA 60,32,6,64,197,1,360
220 DATA 11,0,17,7,120,205,368
230 DATA 60,32,193,16,243,17,54

250 DATA 154,28,203,155,213,1

DATA 205,155,34,238,240,1

1 DATA 1,255,2,119,237,176,7'

i DATA 209,24,219,0,0,0,452

^nce upon a time, when I was
a lot younger than I am now, I

was privileged enough to own
' —in anything

-. had only Just c-

ouro the market — but It w(
good enough for me at the

on the right, an.
black Instead o
extra buttons we

memory functions, allowing you
to store and recall numbers
and so on. Then, one day.
while we were playing a
casual game of throwlng-
calculators-around-the-room (as
children do), the cose ot my
prized calculator came apart,
revealing a panel ol little

ond a grid ol wires on the
other halt. It Became
Immediately apparent to me
that pushing down one ot the

hence register the key
depression. It was then that
noticed an Inconsistency -
there were more vertical wl
than there were columns ol

keys, giving an extra six

possible contacts.

Surprise surprise!

M— , MR (elc) functions ol the
more expensive version. It

seemed that the Internal

hardware of the two calculators
was Identical, but they were
put Into two different external

two different prices (or differing
sections ot the market, I

suppose it must have been
cheaper for them to do that
than to produce two entirely

different machines.
With that little anecdote In

mind, we return to the present.

Calculators have long gone

computers ore In thing. I

possible that lr

different boxes

seem to give different results

different Issues of Spectrum, t

the central problem remains

Spectrum 128 [extra n

n the a ! 4SK n
16K Spectrums?

It turns out that Is in fact the
case. Both 16K and 48K
machines, have In fact already
got 128K of DAM built In -
though accessing it has not
been easy. On the Spectrum
128, outputtlng a byte to port
7FFD was sufficient to page In

the extra memory. On the 48K
and 16K machines this Is not so.

It Is possible, however, to
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RAM and ROM memory. Such a
program Is Included In this
article II Is a BASIC program
with the machine code held In
DATA statements. The BASIC
program — essentially a

a USR statement, r

Item In each DATA statement Is

a checksum to ensure that the
line has been typed In
correctly. It the c'
not match with tl

generated, indicating the line
number at which the DATA was
Incorrect.
Once the program has been

typed In, with each DATA
statement error tree, then the
program may be RUN. There
will be a short delay whilst the
machine code Is loaded Into
memory, and then the
computer will, effectively, turn
itself Into a Spectrum 128, and
will remain so until the power is

switched oft.

Reset

The effect of running this
program Is equivalent to
pressing the RESET button on a
normal Spectrum 128 The

-.% !(» ;.

TAPE L(

101 me moment, using the
CURSOR DOWN function (CAPS-
SHIFT/6 If you don't

'

Spectrum* with a st
CURSOR-DOWN key) i„„„
cyan bar to the second Item
128 BASIC and your machine li

every bit as good as the 128
Itself.

I would like to stress at this
point that the program will
convert a Spectrum to a
Spectrum 128 by software
means alone! This Is Important,
because It means thai the
guarantee Is not Invalidated!

Of course the main problem
with converting a Spectrum by
this means, Is that It doesn't
supply an instruction book. It is

no' wihin the scope of this
anno 'c tj.ve detailed
information on 128 BASIC, and
furthermore, neither Sinclotr nor
Amstrod will provide an
instruction book without
suppiyng o computer —
Iheonly 'hing

I can suag
that you find o friend whc
a Spectre— '"V J|_"_'<_IIUI|| "|£0, .

their Instruction book. If you
don't know anyone who owns o
Spectrum 128 then It might be

Spectrum 128 Is locked up In a
software data-storage system
called silicon disc, or RAMdlsc
It is worthwhile getting hold ot
an Instruction book, for the
simple reason that without It

you won't know how to access
the extra memory In 128 BASIC

M/C

program works Is surprisingly
simple. As has been previously
stated, an output to port 7FFD
alone Is not sufficient. The
Spectrum contains two new
registers, which to my
knowledge have never been
properly exploited. They are
referred to as 'Alternative
Programming Registers", and It

is the first of fhese (APR1 (or
short) which discriminates
between the various different
hardware models of the
Spectrum. Access to the chip Is

by a complex sequence of OUT
Instructions This sequence Is

performed automatically by all
Spectrums whenever the
machine Is either switched on
or reset, so that the machine
knows whal kind of Spectrum
its supposed tr

—
actually .~~ ..i the program

try It out. Good luck, and
*e you again next month.

Its easy to
complain about

1 advertisements.
But which ones?

Every week millions of advertisements
appear in print, on posters or in the cinema.

Most of them comply with the rules
contained in the British Code of Advertising
Practice.

But some of them break the rules and
warrant your complaints.

If you re not sure about which ones they
are. however, drop us a line and we'll send you
an abridged copy of the Advertising Code.

Then, if an advertisement bothers /
you. you'll be justified in bothering us. JTheAdvertising Standards Authority, WU an advertisement is wrong,we're here to put it right.

I Houw.T6rr.ng.nri Plow, LondonWC1E 7HN

SIMPLE, SMART
AND TIDY

£5.20 (inclu<

and packing)
Build up you Which

£n 1

1

M iT'TT^;
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ZXCONTACTS DIRECTORY

Who to call If you want

your Spectrum

repaired. . . the latest

game. . . a new
peripheral ... It's all in

this indispensable

contacts guide

available through ZX. We try to

provide as lull a servicr '- -

readers as possible an
1he mosl from us follow

guidelines that are out

Back Issues

Back Issues are handled by
company called Intone!.

"~
House, mr- "
Hempstead.

may still be available tram
Infonet. price E1.50+50p towards
postage and pocking. Copies
re still available for all ZX
Computing Monthlies but copies
o! the termer bl-monthty

'

re strlcly limited.

Infonet; 0442 48435

Subscriptions
All matters relating to

subscriptio
Intene!. If y
at a special discount price (£3

off ihe usual annual sub price)

refer to the subscriptions savings
departmenl at the end of this

directory, but hurry as this offer

ends on April 30th 1967.

Photocopies
If you wonf 1o get hold of an
article from a past ZX there is a
photocopy service available,
price £1.50 per article: Send
requests to the Golden Square
address marking your envelope
clearly "Photocopy service".

Cheques payable to ASP

Binders
ZX Binders are available, price
£5.20 Inc p&p Irom ASP Readers
Services, PO Bon 35. Wolsey
House, Wolsey Road, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts HP3 4SS. 0442
41221. Cheques payable to ASP

an orticie please write to us
rather than phoning. If a
mistake has been spotted then
we will send you a correction
sheet, if noi we'll do our best to

help. If you wish to correspond
with a contributor over a
problem with an article, write clc

ZX Computing, marking your
envelope clearly with trie

Future services
In the near future we hope to

offering ZX readers Ihe chance
to purchase tapes of series thai
rtavB appeared In ZX. This Is still

in planning stage but It there
are listings or series from ZX that

you would particularly like to

ethe
title of the listing. It's simply
easier to process that way and
you will receive a reply sooner
We try to be prompt In

responding to letters but please
understand if you suffer a delay
In receiving a reply.

b toh'
d help to decide the first

Bryan Ralph, Editor,

ZX Computing Monthly, Noi
Golden Square, London W1R
3AB (01 437 0626).
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When your Spectrum

decides to go on the

blink who do you turn

to? ZX focuses on
professional repair

companies.

If you're one of fhe people
who got a Spectrum (his
Christmas then If* quite likely
that you're still ot the stoge
where you're totally Infatuated
with the thing. Well It's time I put
a slop to that.

*
~ e ot those Inevitable

'e thai your home

hold gadget, may one day blow
a gasket and leave you In the
lurch just when you need It,

Thats why we've listed all those
repair companies In this issue
But just what are the frailties that

We ..., e ;-,, =!

Irto?

sorts of things have happened to
machines at one time or
another, from the fairly common
cup of coffee getting knocked
oyer them too TV aerial getting
struck by lightning and the
shock going right through the
Spectrum where If blew out

Self-inflicted problems

d apart, it
However, c
does seem that aTot oi ..,,„,
goes with Spectrums Is, as one
company told us, -mostly self-

:
There are certain

problems, such as keys ceasing
to (unction, that Jus! crop up
from time (o time and theyVe
plain bad luck, but there Is one
cardinal sin that you can and
should always avoid. Nev
anything into, or remove
anything trom, the Spectrum's
peripheral port while the power

on the C64." As a result, the
Spectrum doer-'' *-

the safeguard;

is switched on.
I know that sounds a bit

obvious but everyone we spoke
to agreed that 'misuse of Ihe
edge connector' is still fhe
number one cause of dead
Spectrums. Barry Clayton of
Microfore In Bristol told Us:

'There ore some problems
that are very Spectrum specitic
They re caused mainly because
tie Spectrum was built down a
tow-cost specification. It's often
things that could be avoided by
having o fuse here or (here, as

r.-.= expensive computers anjwww plug other types of electrical
appliance, and there are no
'buffers" protecting the chips
which are the heart of any
computer, t *

._ .-..-hand side, tt

up with a Utile bar on any
Interlace that Is designed for u<
with the machine. This Is fhe
alignment key, a fairly cheap
way of ensuring that the proper
electrical connection Is made

'sing any peripherals]

"because It's a low-cost machine
rts that much easier to repair, so
It's a case of swings and
roundabouts."

Another similar problem that
can be avoided Is when the
pflgnment key on an Interface

'tis out. causing a bod——
1 (he Interface Is

u look at the

Having a go

pluggei

Jhen n™. ,.

"amateurs having a go" The
Quantum repair service told us
that quite a lot of things go
wrong Ihe moment people start
to take the cover off the
machine "Don't touch It — a
computer In complexity Is 516
times more complex (han a car
engine and there's very few
people who could take one
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Specialist

REPAIR
Contact Nicola Baty on 01 -437 0699

Guide

w.i.'.ijnia;i;iaj-ii;i.-«

Please ring for details

MCE SERVICES
33 Albert Street, Mansfield,

Notts NG181EA
TEL: 0623 653512

1 FIXED PRICE
I SPECTRUM
> REPAIRS
£19.95 all inclusive

for £1.00 discour
Open 6 d.

iring

please phone us

0332 365260
FIRST BYTE COMPUTERS
10 Main Centre, London Road,

Derby DEI 2PE.

SPECTRUM REPAIRS

H. S. COMPUTER SERVICES,

WHY NOT
ADVERTISE IN OUR
NEWEST SECTION
+ ADVERTISE YOUR
REPAIR SERVICE?

01-437 0699

BYTES N' BYTES
Block 14, Hoiden Way Don I brittle

Ind Est.. Dunfermline, File, Scotland
KY115JW.

Telephone: 0383 824576

COMPUTER REPAIRS

I/. SERVICES OF CAMBRIDGE LTO.

MICROPOWER
NORTHWOOD HOUSE

NORTH STREET
LEEDS LS7 2AA
Authorised Servicing

& Repair Centre

TEL: (0532) 458800

COMPUTER SPARES

P.V. TUBES
104 Abbey Street, Accrlngton,

Lanes BBS 1EE.

Tel: 0254 390936
Telex: 635562 Griffin G

(For P.V.)

ALL REPAIRS TO
SPECTRUM COMPUTERS

t 3 month full waranty
t Fast reliable repairs by fully

qualified engineers

t Open 6 days a week
' Late nights Tuesday

&. Fridays up to 8pm
ir Trade repair enquiries

141 Merry Street, Motherwell,

Strathclyde ML1 UP.
Tel: 0698 53609

SPECTRUM
REPAIRS

MICRO FARE
296 Gloucester Road, Horfleld,

Bristol

Tel: 0272 46575

NOBLES COMPUTER
REPAIRS

NOBLES

Tel: "(0702) 63377/8
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Keyboard problems crop up
from lime to time, and the
quality of the keyboard was
always one of the things thot
Sinclair machines were crltlcsed
lot In the post. Instead of using
'proper' typewriter styte
keyboards, Sinclair opted for a
cheaper, pressure sensitive mem-
brane The trouble with that was
that if you constantly chose a
particular key that got used
more than the others (tf. for

example, you always chose the
same key as the fire' key In
arcade shoot 'em ups) then you
could literally wear the
membrane out. This led to the

keyboards. When people getting
their machines repaired
decided thdt tor a few pounds
extra they might as wellgo the
whole hog and buy rhi

i entirely new board.
That a s rhi?

problems to which the Spectrum
Is especially prone, Peripherals
like the mlcrodrlve and Interface
1 ore a different kettle o( fish
altogether, although some of
you might be surprised to hear
that r<

h trout
these, the general view beln;

that they're OK 'if treated
properly,"

So. despite the poor
reputation that Sinclair
machines had tor reliability in
their early days, the repair
companies seem to agree with
Sir dive's own claims that much
of the problem was due to the
wear and tear Inflicted on the
mochlnes by their owners

company used), rather than
poor quality control. The
Spectrum may not have that
many safeguards built Into It,nd any mass produced Mem
will throw up faulty units trom
time to time, but as long as you
don't blow It up yourself your
Spectrum should stand you In
good stead for years to come.

UK Repair Services

BULLRING COMPUTERS
0746-266639

G. BUNCE AND SON 062*661696

CHILTERN COMPUTER CENTRE

GATWICK COMPUTERS 0293-26240

GAZTEK COMPUTERS 037*52327

COMPUTER HOSPITAL 0964-43354

FIRST BYTE 0332-365280

4MAT COMPUTING 0772-561952

MANCOMP LTD 0612-241B88

MCE. SERVICES 0623-31202

MICROCITY 0203-382049

MICROFARE 0272-46575

MiCROMEND 0733-241718

MICRO POWER LTD, 0532-458800

MICROSEN 0236-737110

MICRO SERV 0236-737110

MICROTRIX 0204-398176

MICROWORKSHOP 0612-054974

VIC ODENS 01-403-1988

VIDEO VAULT 061-236-0376

ONE STEP BEYOND 0603-663796

PEAK 0429-233199

PROMPT 01-836-7166

QUANTUM 0203-24632

R.A. ELECTRONICS 0502-66289

SCREEN SCENE 0242-528979

SPEAKEASY COMPUTERS0698-53609

SPECTRUM HOSPITAL 0602-7511S3

TECHNIFORM SERVICES
0934-843460

TttETFORD MICROS 0276-66266

TV SERVICES OF CAMBRIDGE
0223-311371

ZEDEM COMPUTERS 0234-213645
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HARDWARE &
PERIPHERALS
Where to find the right

add-ons and

accessories.

ADAPT ELECTRONICS 01-504-2840
Ordinary 48K versions of the
Spectrum don't have an BGB
output that allows you to plug it

use one you'll' need Adapts RGB

ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS
0925413502

Makers ol the AMX Mouse.

CHEETAH 0222-777337
Joysticks, Interfaces, connectors,
you name it. Cheetah make It.

But they are best known tor their

range ol musical add-ons such
as the SpecDrum. Sound
Sampler and their new MK5 Midi
Keyboard.

CLASSIFIED PRODUCTS
0325-313131

Suppliers ot all sorts ot cables

TRANSFORM 01-658-6350
Transform don't actually produce
anything themselves, but they
are one ot the best suppliers ol

KEMPSTON OATA 0908-690018
As well as producing just about
every sort of interlace that your
Spectrum Is ever likely to need,
they also do a neat little mouse

RAM ELECTRONICS 0252-850031
Ham started out by making ]oy-

recently branched out with the
Impressive RamWrite printer

Interlace (with built-in word-
processor] and the Music
Machine Midi Interlace that

supply mlcodrlve cartridges.

TROJAN 0792-205491
Makers ot one ol the better
Spectrum llghtpens.

VIDEO VAULT 061-236-0376
General repairs company, who
also supply the Sinclair's

Spectrum+ upgrade kit and the
old DK'tronics keyboard —

available these days,

Where are they now?

AMSIRAD CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS 0277-22881
They changed the tace ol the
Spectrum with the 128+2, will

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTERS
0223-312216

Followers ot Sir Cllve will

undoubtedly want this number
now that he's re-emerged with

the new 288 portable which will

Initially be available by mall

ROCKFORD PRODUCTS
01-203-0191

Newcomers to the Spectrum
market with their Disciple unit

which Is a combination disc,

joystick and networking

ROMANTIC ROBOT 01-200-8870
Producers of the Multltace One
unit and now the Mutltace 128.

market a
range of keyboards at different

prices. They also do a nice line

in printers and wordprocessing
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'SOFTWARE
A directory of British

software house contact

numbers.

. 3l CM games
ii us Ballblozer, Hacker and
If all-time blggy, Ghostbusters.

ADDICTIVE

ALLIGATA

0202-296404

0742-755796

ADVANCE SOFTWARE

ir with

ARGUS PRESS SOFTWARE
0742-755796

Software conglomerate that
makes a hoblt out of swallowing
up smaller companies.
Qulcksilvo, Lothlotlen, Bug Byte

the APS stable.

ARIOLASOFT 01436-3411

BUBBLEBUS 0732-355962

CCS 01-858-0763
Strategy!Worgames aren't
particularly big business in the
UK market, but CCS have
managed to specialise In them

:

CODEMASTERS 0295-68426
Promising new budget label
tormed by ex Mastertronlc
programmers.

C»L 01-985-2391
Emerged last year as purveyor of
good quality adventures such as
the Bogglt and Orooula

OOMARK 01-947-5626
Masters of the licencing deal,
Domark have been responsible
lor such software classics as
Friday The 13th. View To A Kill

and the Christmas success,
Trivial Pursuit.

0823-54489DURELL

THE EDGE 01-831-1801

ELECTRIC DREAMS 0703-229694

licencing deals, Electric Dreams
tend lo concentrate on (Km tie-
ins (Back To The Future Howard
The Duck, etc], though only the
recent Aliens really did justice to
the original film.

ELITE 0922-55852

The arcade label launched by
Gargoyle Games who had
previously concentrated on
adventure games. There's only
been one FTL release so for, the
cracking Lighttorce, but there's
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GARGOYLE GAMES 0215-572981

of their adventure creating
system, The Quill, which has
spawned whole miri;-:

ol budget adventures. The Quill's

getting a bit old now, so watch
oul lor the arrival of the new
Professional Writing System.

HEWSON
Andrew Hewson's out
up a solid repu la li or

good gomes. The lot

MASTERTRONIC 01-377-6880
The UK's top budget software
house, so successful In fact that

st gone and bought

01-278-0751
e Palace Films'

;e have tended

INCENTIVE 0734-591678
Mokers of the Graphic Adventure
Creator.

LEVEL 9 0734-595759
With no competition In sight,

Level 9 are our top adventure
company. Their Middle Earth
and Silicon Oreom trilogies ore
landmarks in (he field. These
days they're spreading their

wings by doing link-ups with
""

li companies, such as Knight
" \pnT.

l! Ih9 O

MELBOURNE HOUSE 01-943-3911

MIKBOGEN 0344-427317

MICROSPHERE 01-883-9411

MIRRORSOFT 01-377-4837

OCEAN 0619403468
High output of coin op

PIRANHA 01-836-6633
An offshoot of the MacMlllans
publishing company. Best game
to dote Is the quirky Trapdoor.

PSS 020-3667556

e from Ralnblrd ir

SOFTWARE PROJECTS
051-4289393

Since making Matthew Smith's
fortune with Manic Miner and
Jet Sef Willy, they've had whot Is

kindly referred to as a 'low
profile,' though their Dragon Lair

conversions show thai there's life

in them yet.

TASMAN 0532-43B301
Makers of multifarious Tas —
utilities such as Tas Copy, Tas
Print, but most notably Tasword
now in its Ihird ir

TELECOMSOFT 01-240-8B3S
Telecomsoft Is the little bit of

British Telecom that owns or
. Odin, Beyond, Firebird

/enienlly profiled in this

U.S. GOLD
Close runners to Ocean in the
big league, U.S. Gold hove gof a

wing, including marketing deals
with Vortex, Ultimate and
Adventure soft, as well as a
seemingly endless store ot US,
software waiting to be converted
onto the Spectrum.

VIRGIN 01-834-8341
The software arm of the Branson
empire. Last year snapped up
Leisure Genius and thereby the
rights to titles such as Scrabble.
Manopoiy and Scalextrlc
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Take advantage of these fantastic money saving subscription offers to these
magazines. Hurry, this amazing offer is for a limited period only.

UNITED KINGDOM OVERSEAS

AfiB Computing

Computer Gamer
Your Commodore
ZX Computing Monthly

Citizens' Band

Ham Radio Today

Electronics Digest

Electronics Today Internationa

Normal Price

£i?r3rr

£1&W

Sate Price

£18.00

El 3.00

£13.00

£12.00

£13.52

£14.40

£ 8.30

£14.40

Please Tick

1 J

I ]

Norma! Price

£3£err

£0^50"

i2^W
£2+t«r

£2iW
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£20.80 n
£".20 i_i

£17.20 Jl
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£16.80 |
|
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£12.00

£14.32
n

£2*rtW

£2«a
£2^60-

E16.80
|

|

£16.80

El 6.00 | 1

£17.20
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Popular Crafts

Winemaker & Brewer

£3fteer

cwrsr

£24.64

E13.52

£14.32

£10.96

n Oe^eo-

£24^60-

£28.00 Q
£16.80 a
E17.20

£13.60 [ 1
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Military Modelling

Model Boats

Radio Control Model Cars

£25rKT
£l&3Cr

£20.08

E13.00

£13.00

£14.00

1
i £2ftW

£24^ea

usrecr

£23.20
,

i

£16.80 i

£16.00 |
1

Radio Control Boat Modeller

RCM&E
Radio Control Scale Aircraft

£-8r5tT

£22.00

E 7.50

£12.00

a
[ i

p

£3^50-

£U^5&
£2ftOtr

E26.00 a
£ 9.20

£16.00
1

i

Quarterly

Radio Modeller

Sea Classic International

Scale Models International

Your Model Railway

JUSrW

i^Sretr

£ 8.00

£13.00

£ 9.00

£13.00

£12.00

1

1

D
n

1

1

iUr50-

metr

£20:00
£26:00"

£ 9.20 1

£16.00
i

:

£10.00
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i
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Brian Becket looks at

the latest QL software.

less visitors each time. The only
advantage la come out ot this

shoving "trough hor
gomes nuts. There w
new in the way ot tt

facilities. The Front Page Is

designed to offer a reasonab
powerful desktop publishing
a bargain basement price to

those who want to produce tr

QL e

e about Turbo

presses news. According to
Digital, average speed-up
factors lor compiled code are-

It] Integer benchmarks x84 lor

Turbo compared lo x41 tor

Supercharge, [2] floating point
benchmarks x11.7 for Turbo
compared to x7.2 for

Supercharge. Digital's estimates
lor ils competitor OUberaior are
i11.2 and x4.1 respectively. Far a
"Superbasic long program
(Project Planner) . Digital's

estimates are OLiberator x7,

Supercharge x12 and Turbo-
charge x45. For comparing
compiler speeds. Digital takes
OLiberator as x1 and puts
Supercharge at xt.7 and Turba
at »23. Digital was over the
moon about the results and -

programmers and designers
didn't know how good a product
they had developed. They
eipected Turbo to be as last or
taster then Supercharge but
confessed to pure delight when

an excellent piece of software

Making headlines

The Front Page is not just the

good movie but also a package
ol QL software offering desk-top
publishing lor a mere £22.50.
Produced by GAP Software, the
Front Page is a no-frills progn
that Is fully menu-driven and
enables the user to produce
and graphic layouls freely a

ony news Is good news these
days and it is impressive how
new products keeping coming
despite Amstrad having officially

sealed the coffin.

nighl ond had the long-awaited
Turbo-charge, son-of-Super-
charge mega-compller out on
the day. Although my review
copy arrived a day ar so after

' — sadly ur"
J-"-

faot thai the OL

months. This con
some of the truly excellent

wires plus the typewriter-like
keyboard. You just take oil the
old OL top. slot In the new LED
wires (the keyboard comes with

the new keyboard tails. After

reploclng the screws, you're
ready to go It's an impressive
product and a good borgaln.
There's no soldering to worry
about — the only tool you need
is a small Phillips-head
screwdriver - and the result

gives you QL wilh a keyboard
ol professional quality. The main
drawback I lound wilh Sir Clive's

keyboard was the tendency to

Schon's replacemenl avoids this

thal's a pleasure by comparison
The boards layout Is exactly the
same [the (unction keys are in

Q I COLUMN
software available [including the
Front Page] makes the OL an
attractive proposition to low-
budget groups and others
outside the IBM life-style. At the
end of fhe day, he forgave me (I

think) for being a Journalist —
especially after I said that I was
fully behind all small QL
companies and users — and we
parted as Iriends. But the QL is

dead and — unless somebody

ol people tor a long time or that

more new QL products but only
that It's out of the race in the
marketplace

Speaking o( new products, the
keyboard stakes are getting
hotter. There was one selling lor

around £50 at the Mlcrotair. It

|ust gives the old keys a better
feel and frankly I don't think It's

worth £50 so I don't plan to say
any more about it, Schon has
won the race to get their first

and Its replacemenl boards ore
now available. They sell for just

QL casino

If you fancy running a small

neighbours and anybody wilh

just released Super Croupier c

£15. You play against the QL b
there's nothing stopping you frq

letting the computer be the
House backed up by your casl
but this would be illegal and -

as QL owners are an honest lol

housing w ( led"

b Iackjock, baccarat, carta +
alia, poker and slot machine.
Personally, I like the Poker and
the Baccarot because I've never
had any luck with Blackjack or
Roulette In reol casinos.
Baccarat is o very enjoyable
gome (it can also be a costly

computer program to ploy
agolnst. It's a very good
package (you even get Snoopy

help out) and well worth the
O
O
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HUJ
^^. good Line Renumber
program is. without doubt, one
of the most usetul programs that

they demand a fixed posl
memory, and usually requite a
small BASIC program to operate
them. This Is not the case with
this program — because If con
be loaded to any convenient
position in memory at any time:

: ngly. It

Jlspenslng wllh the need for a
BASIC control program.

The routines in the main part
of the program have been
designed to cater for every
imaginable situation: all forms of
GOTO, GOSUS RUN, RESTORE and
SAVE .

.
LINE statements can be

renumbered (Including
mlcrodrive), even when In
complei conditional form.

60 FOR F=60000 TO £1140 STEP 8
70 PR! NT F|

90 INPUT -Enter bytes: "i LINE
H*
100 ir LEN Hl<>16 THEN PRINT

Error in length': BEEP .2,0: GO

110 PRINT TAB 8jH«;

A programming utility

from Kenneth Baker.

1140 bytes!
e we con go any further,
r, II will be necessary to
e HEX LOADER program

code Is error-free, rejecting any
lines that are not correctly
entered, or In the wrong order.

The HEX CODE Is arranged in
127 lines ol eleven pairs. The first

the font;, i

requesting you to: ENTSfi
STARTING LINE, STEP SIZE

This requires you to enter h
values separated by a comrr
followed by ENTER. The values

STEP SIZE is not greater than fl

STARTING LINE, although the f
Otherwise you

the last fwo pairs contain a
checksum ol the values in th.

particular line. It any other
method of input is used you
should remember to Ignore
these last two pairs

Each line of eleven pairs

locks to assist with their

decided to enter the machine
code, say 60000 tor 4SK
machines. Line 5 sets RAMTOP to

loading has finished the

You can now experh
the program by renu"'
HEX LOADER program Use
RANDOMIZE USR 60000 (or
whatever address you havt

uun Hiner any values you like —
1.1 - 999,99 - 9000,2 etc It you
type in rubbish, illegal values or

-". no value! at all the
system will automatically use the
values 10,10.

Directly the renumbering
process has been completed (in
a fraction of a second with an
average program) the program

pressed The only restrictions
concerning the use ol the
program are thaf the first line of
a program to be renumbered
must contain a REM statement,
and corresponding addresses
must exist lor any commands
involving line numbers: a
statement like GOTO 100 would
be ignored II Line 100 does not

Normally, assuming that the
program is salely stored on
cassefte, It con be loaded to
any position in memory by using

1. Choose a suitable addre'
2 CLEAR address
3. LOAD "" CODE address
4. Make sure that first line ol

.line
instantly thaf the same address
has been used lor all three

's: this Is permissible In

instruction In the program has
the same code as the RAMTOP
marker. LD, A.N. RAMTOP can ol
course be set at any address

*"», provided thai it is

Display file

It was mentioned earlier that this

stored in the Display File (at
address 19000] In cases where
renumbering Is an afterthought,
or where you only Intend lo use
the program once. You will not
need to use the CLEAR
command with this method but
you must use CLS first, so try:

CLS

and the program will execute ir

the normal way. You will have Ic

reload the program each time
you use this method, as the
program will vanish directly you

method does have many
advantages - principally thai,
because CLEAR is not used all

if taskperformed it

Ihe code from Ihe computer, the
following command Is

suggested:

FOR N= address TO Z^ZZaddress+11 40: POKE n,0: NEXT n
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m
120 FOR 6=1 TO 8
130 LET BYTE=16*CC0DE H*<l)-48-

17 AND H*f It >"? B 1 >+(CODE H*<2)-4
fl-<7 AND H«(2) >-9")

)

140 POKE F-1*G,BYTE
150 LET CHECK=CHE

LEN C*<>1 THEN GO TO IB

220 IF DTGITOVAL C« THEN PRIN
T "Error in string - input again
": DEEP .2,-12: GO TO 70
230 NEXT F
240 PRINT FLASH 1; -READY TAPE

FOR SAVING*
730 SAVE Venuniber'CODE 60000,1

260 CLS
270 PRINT FLASH

TO VERIFY*
280 VERIFY Venunl

, 1140

READY TAPE

renumber-
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f Part 3: Toni Baker
goes wandering
Into some 3D
landscapes.
;ome to the final part of this
:. Take o look ol the screen
D included |n this article -

e output of
the program listed h

10
, 1

20

RANDOMIZE
40,33402)
STOP

FN G<~ 10 10, 10, 10

30 DEF FN G(X
33380

tX X,X iX x,x X) =u

interesting properties. Firstly. It

a three-dimensional graph.
Specifically it Is a graph ot th
function.

Z= SIN(R)

Where R = 5Qfi(X2 +Ys
]

The (unction, as well as the
boundaries and scales of the
graph, con be easily changei
le program Is therefore

Rule one - the subroutine must
assume that on entry the
calculator stack Is empty,
containing no entries
whatsoever.

flute two - you are allowed fo

uupaoia ot handling almost any
three-dimen!iona I graph There
ore of course restrictions on whol
is possible The function must be
of the farm Z=!(X.Yj - that Is fo
say, there must exist an
algorithm to convert given
values of X and V to a sinale
value ol Z.

But notice something else
abouf the graph. Hidden detai
really is hidden. Anything whic
falls behind o peak or ridge Is

hidden from view, and is not
drawn on the screen Of cours*
- this Isn't a true hidden line
algorithm. It cannot draw solid
figures - it Is restricted to
drawing one very special kind i.

three dimensional landscape, a
graph ot a (unction of X and V.

The last subroutine in the
machine code listing (the part
labelled DEM0_ FN ot address
827AJ Is not actually part of the
main program at all. It is merely
the algorlthn far calculating Z
given X and V. lor the fi

3 SIN(R).'R [with R = SQRfX'V3
]]," "in replace, or supplement.

memories rv

Pule th

altogether a
main progra

o M3. t

contains the variable V. Your
algorithm must read these
memories whenever X and V

Such a subroutine may be
placed of any address, ond
therefore it Is possible (o contain
a library ol such (unctions in
memory simultaneously.
Once such a (unction

subroutine exists In memory, It is

then easy to draw the graph of
it. Figure One shows the BASIC
program required to draw the

generally, Figure Two shows the
BASIC line required fo draw any
graph: It Is a use of the BASIC
(unction FN G, requiring eight

"»,D
rs. The lost ol these
rs must be the address

far calculating the Z values,
Figure Two explains the purpose
of each ot the eight parameters,

reference to Figure Three.

you fallow the RULES, which
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IM
? FN G(X,X,X,X,X,X,X,X) = USR 33330

RANDOMIZE FN G(X1 ,Y1 ,X2
1
Y?

1
XH,YH,ZacalB,FNaddr)

-FNaddr = address of machine code eubi

to calculate Z values of fui

to be multiplied.

- See Figure Three.

flttEEMI
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LRL

diagramatlcally.
Flyu-

e grid, ^

Three In loot shows a

t. (You cImposed o. . .. ,

of course thai it shows a graph
ot the (unction Z = 0, but lhat

would be trivial). This grid is

converted Into a 3D graph (such

is shown) by elevating (or

perhaps lowering) each point on
" e grid bv the Zva' ~

maxlmum possible resolution.

All you actually have to won
about Is the range ot values

calculated It point. The

e scale (or the Z
axis must be Included by hand
as one ot the parameters tor FN
G. the scales tor the X and Y
axes are worked out
automatically by the program,

the graph fits exactly across the

tack

i Y2 In steps of YH. so you don't

program itself, and see how Its

algorithm works. The lirst thing to

note is that the graph Is drown
in two passes In pass one the

lines parallel to the X axis are
drawn, and In pass two the lines

parallel to tl
-

der that the elimination of

dden detail is possible.

If any part ot a line lolls

hind already existing detail,

en the hidden part must not

i back this decision Is easy to

drown above all other parallel

lines, then the line will be visible,

and must be drawn. On the

parallel

"npletely

n below any o

)e drown.
however, wl

mcai
ZX Computing Monthly April
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our own. The decision pro _
whether an Individual dot
composing part of a tine Is to
tie plotted or not is still, however,
tremendously easy.

coordinates are held h

memories M4 and M5). n
compares the coordinates a
with the column table, In the

table, at address 800Dh, ol 100h
bytes. Each entry In the table
corresponds to a pixel-column
from the screen. Whenever we
plot, or attempt to plot, a point

number of the point. The table

the uppermost plotted point on
the screen in the given column.
tf the point to be plotted lies
above this point then It may be
safely plotted and the table
entry updated. If the point to be
plotted lies below this point then
It is hidden, and should not be
plotted. If we now take a look at
the machine code Itself, we
shall see this algorithm in detail
I shall explain the workings of
each subroutine as we come to

uu,=, „, the
manner described above, and
PLOTs the point only if it is not

The second subroutine Is

G _DRAWTO [address 8128] This
Is my own version of the DRAW
Olgorir- "

a M5, <

ding at the c
;=.- wuiuinuies are at the

top ot the calculator stack, in
the order X.Y. Instead of actually
plotting each point on the tine
however, It will subject each
point to the G_PLOT algorithm
above, to decide whether or not
It is hidden.

subroutine, G_CLEAB [address
816B). All this does Is to empty
the column table ready tor each

G_CONVERT [address 8189]. lis

purpose Is to convert three-
dimensional graph coo

Routines

The first subroutine is called
G_PLOT [address 8100], This Is

the subroutine which attempts

coordinates. It takes the graph

memories ME and MF
respectively, calculates the
graph coordinate Z using the

e provided by the user.

alculate the
to

Figure Four

These are the calculator memories used by
tirst sm ol these variables are multi-purpose s„ .....
are stored there at different times.« y lins-segment drawn by the program Is defined a 1

ha mrriaJ-ltfr'm "verllcal-ish", depending on ifTslooe.

I

Ml :, the FORWARD coord note is a ways the X coorTRANSVERSE coordinate is always the
'

'

ie program. Note that the

d the TRANSVERSE

a Mi= . ^uurumuie ror vemct
FORWARD coordinate being tl

-o.r-fj il

DRAW displacement in X direction
DRAW displacement In forward direction
DRAW displacement In V direction.
ORAW displacement in transverse dlrectlor
The ration dispT.'dispF.

X coordinate of next point on line
Forword coordinate ot nex point on line.
Y coordinate of next point on line
Transverse coordinate ol next point on line

inate of point to PLOT,
coordinate of point to PLOT

. wuminate of point to PLOT.
Transverse coordinate ot point to PLOT

bound for X (see Figure 3).

j-™, bound tor Y [see Figure 3).
Upper bound lor X [see Figure 3]
Upper bound for V [see Figure 3]
Step size dividing X axis [see Figure 3).
Step sire dividing V axis [see Figure 31
Amount by which Z coords must be mulfip

by which X and V
ust be multiplied.

X coordinate [3D).

Y coordinate (3D].

a'lgorltRn. „

Two ol this series. On exit, the
screen coordinates plotX, ptotY,
are left on the calculator stack
in that order.

G PLOT 3D (address 81C4]
which is used to plot the
endpoints of the lines. On entry
the graph coordinates X,Y must

ME
S

The
e
s

(

ubro
,

uHn
n
e
C

'whl co^rt

before attempting to plot the
point.

G_DRAWTO_ 3D [address
81DO] is very similar It takes the
graph coordinates X and Y from

to draw a line from scee
coordinates M4.M5 to the
calculated, hiding any pi

'-"""'i^o i-j.au Fcijb wnerner or
not BREAK Is pressed, so that yoL
con bredk out the program
before it's finished by pressing
BREAK or CAPS-SHIFT,'5PACE

The subroutine G GRID
(address 81DD) Is the main
algorithm lor drawing the grid t

Is in three ports. The first part is

required by the program ond
Initialises memories M6 to MD
The values for M6 to MC are
taken Irom the calculator stock.

here. The final two parts are the

drawing On each pass an outer
loop varies V (or X] for each
cirv? whilst an Inner loop varies
X ,'or vj 'or different point along
the cu.-ve. Finally, the calculator
memories are restored to
normal Note thai on entry HL
must contain the function
sjpicu' ne address.

The final subroutine in the
program Is colled FN_GRID
(aadress 8264). ond It is this

hich transfers the
. -upplies by FN G
ilculator stack [and

"it- .031 one Into HL) before
ifoo.ny nta G_GRID to draw

The subroutine DEMO_FN
[address 827A7 is not a part ot
the main program. It is. rather.
an example program. Intended
to be replaced by your own
efforts, as described earlier.

This program concludes the
CHNIHai rsDiPuir'c c«.i— <•>we
pp. .a i^iuyruiii cone

TECHNICAL GRAPHICS
shall give graphics a break, foi
a while, but graphics enthusias
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Recently, Carol Brooksbank
gave some beautiful examples
oi screen dumps, posters and
tickets, with hints on how to
produce them [ZX. Feb 87] One
ol Ihe difficulties of this sort of
rh ng ;s shot you need good
colleci on of dump routines to fit

your printen'intertace combin-
ation. As there are lots of

be left with quite problem to
gel your masterpiece printed,
sometimes soluble, it's true, but
only if you are prepared fo
spend a lot of time.
Bradway Software have been

producing programs that are,
literally just the ticket. Two
programs, In particular, sort out
virtually all these sorts of
problems, enabling you to
product o variety of machine
code dumps in an enormous
range of printer:Interface

3 pk

produce labi

cassette labs
Cassette, r

'he

s is designed

feature lefs vol

.._ =f the Spectrum
RAM for Its system variables
buffers and directories than a
mlcrodrlve. and it was therefore
impossible to include the
Wotodrive printer interface

""
"

:

'hln the main program.
The program

a choice of live

styles already
further twenty rep

I

which can be selected

program
create y<

program

vn favourite fonts

diting/deslgning
supplied! to

n designs The

merge one SCREENS

A strength ar
the program is that a large
amount Is in BASIC which means
that It Is very user friendly
(a Ifhough system errors have not
been trapped), readily adapted,
and, most Important of all, can

n crashing without
sing the pic

ising

The best feature is Ihe way thi

program will deal with a huge
range of printer/interface

are hints and tips for dealing
with "not quite Epson-standard"
printers including Ihe Brother
and Cenlronics GLR and even
the "not neorly Epson-sti
Smith Corona Fastext 80, t

patch is included. All in all, I

found this to be a utility progr
which has hod a great dealt
thought put Into it, Is very well
documented and, within Its

Intended to do with i

Unlike leftaheod, Dumpy doe;
not hdve built-in fype fonts and
design capabilities. What It doe;
Is to assemble from its compre-

TitS
henslve library ol short
range of stand-alone, ri

able machine-code sc
dump programs which
your printer/interface
combination. Dumpy a

sideways dumps, plain or

whole range ol widths, hen
and printer densities to chi

k lines at fhe start o
e picture.

to proceed: in other wt
designed bofh (or the r

poop and those who b
with science. Finally, yc

-' -ivlngff
gel il

and/or testing it. for which a

Again, this program has been
carefully put together with a
comprehensive 12-page hand-
book nea fly printed in stiff card
co^re °rid including a helpline

Both programs are available
from Bradway Software on
cassette at £8 50 for Dumpy 3
and £9.00 for leltahead*. micro-
drive cartridges or Opus discs
£1,50 exlra. including post and
packing

things), invert of erase an area
and put in a grid to help
planning The art subroutines are
pretty rudimentary [plot. draw,
arc, circle and rapid fill); this is

not a substitute for a graphics
program, nor was it Intended to
be so. Any SCREENS from such a
program can, however, be
loaded, edited and used os
part of the display: a scrotoh-
pad/memory Is provide.! -j h .- p
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STREAMS
AND

CflANNSLS
This month, Ton! Baker

opens up a new
channel to the 128's

RAMdlsc facility.

This is the llnal porl in the
Streams and Channels series
and this 1$ an article tor .,.- ... *-

who own either a Spccirum 128
or a Spectrum 12B +2 Ih.s

SERIAL FILES to the 128K

People who have Interlace
Ones and Microdrive will

already be used to serial (lies

on mlcrodrlve cartridge In this

either as o RfcAD (lie (II the file

Ireadv exists on mlcrodrlve] or
WRITE tile [In which case the

file must be created on mlcro-

OPEN It (so that It becomes a
READ file) and you may then
Input your text as either strings'"-—

into a BASIC

RAMdlsc

RAMdlsc (lies work In exactly the
same way. except that you don't
need an Interface One. When
you first OPEN a RAMdlsc file lor

so-called 'silicon disc'. Text or
numbers may then be printed
into this Hie Once the channel Is

closed no more printing to the
file Is possible. The file may,
however, be re-OPENed as a
read-file. In which case whatever
Is In the file may be Input Into a
BASIC variable

printed to, or input Irom, the Hie
II a WRITE Hie is not closed then
some or all of the data may be

Irom a special buder. II a READ
file Is not closed then the
consequences are less serious,
however, each RAMdlsc channel
ruaulres more than ViK, which
may only be reclaimed by
c using the file. Vou should
oiways close such a Hie once
you have finished with It.

Once a tile has been
opened, it will appear In the
RAMdisc catologue, which you
can verify by typing CATI In

BASIC It Is impossible to LOAD a
RAMdlsc serial Hie using a LOAD
command, however II is possible
to ERASE a RAMdlsc serial file In
the usual manner, by entering
ERASE! "filename". Vou should
never ERASE a RAMdisc serial Hie
which Is still In use (ie. which still

machine code program does In
fact protect itsell from this
evenlually, so such an error

Silicon disc

code program works Is the
manipulation of the memory
organisation known as the
silicon disc or RAMdlsc which is

normally used to save programs.

is the rr

the whole of RAMdlsc Is erased
when the machine Is switched
off. RAMdisc serial tiles will, ol
course, suiter (rom precisely
these advantages and
disadvantages

CATALOGUE, whit
all Hies saved in RAMdlsc The
CATALOGUE resides in RAM page
seven. It Is effectively a stack,
which begins at address 7E6FF

' grows downwards, with
- '-' Ing twenty bytes

"
""

" meanings
ol these twenty bytes.
pointing to the tirst of inese
bytes. At the end of the
catalogue stack is a twenty byte
"End-ot-catalogue" marker, only
three bytes ol which are used.
The system variable (SFNEXT]
points to this marker, and is

effectively the stack-pointer (or
this catalogue stack.

So long as we keep the
catalogue In its required format,
we can manipulate the RAMdisc
organisation Itself tram machine
code. This is the aim of this

Issue's program.
The RAMdlsc .....

begin In RAM page 1, c

upwards through RAM pages 3.

4. 6 and 7 (care Is taken to
ensure that RAMdlsc Hies do not
collide with the catalogue
stack). To avoid any problems
with this strange page-
numbering, all addresses In

RAMdlsc ore "poge-coded ". This
meons that one register will hold
a page-code, while another

physical address. These page
codes are 0, 1. 2. 3 and 4
sequentially (or RAMdlsc (lies,

with page-code 5 being the
conventional notation tor norma
(48K) RAM.

•- rhis is not to be
" the ROMs Internal

"R" channel, which is used for
Inserting bytes into normal (48K)
dynamic RAM.
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R CHANNEL INFORKATICN BLOCK

Address of RAMdisc file output ro tine (=B92B).DC + 00: R_OUT

LX + 02: R_IN Address of RAMdisc file input rou ine (=B7D4).

IX + 04: R BAKE Name of channel (= "R").

n + 05: R IDEN New channel identifier (= 12Jdh).

LX + 07: R_CL05E Address of RAHiisc file close roil ine (- B960).

LX + 09: H_LEN Length of channel information bio k (= 021B).

K + OB: H CHBYTE Pointer into buffer.

IX + OD: R CHREC Record number within file.

DC + OE: R CHKAME Filename.

LX + 1B: H_CHFLAC Various flags, defined as follows

Bits 7 1 o 2: Not used

Bit : Set if End-Of-Pile at end of record, reset therwise.

Bit C i Reset foi a READ file; set for a WRITE file

K + 19: R_RE€LEU Length of record within buffer.

LX + IB: REBUFF ER Buffer storing current record.

lnternal-channel"R" Is guile
Interesting in fact. It Is

permanently attached to stream

from BASIC Prior

variable K_CUR must be made
to point somewhere Into
dynamic RAM. Printing to stream

:alled "R", but Its use is mi
nore eliciting — and at cc
»1AY be used from BASIC

RAMdisc tile is

I another tile is erased, or

another RAMdisc serial file This

located every time we wish to
read or write into It. To save time
we make use ol a temporary
butter virtually all of the time.

Figure One shows the actual
organisation of the channel
information block tor our R

R RECLEN, and bit one ol
R_CHFLAG are used only If the
file is a READ (lie The remaining
variables are used for both types

R_OPEN. Four additional entry
points are Included, labelled
OPEN_4, OPEN._5, Cl£!SE_4
and CLOSE _5. Calling OPEN_4
will open a RAMdisc serial file

stream four. Similarly, calling
OPEN_5 will open a RAMdisc
serial file colled "FILE2" and
attach it to stream five. The
routines CLOSE_4 ond CLOSE_S

BASIC Take a look at Figure
3 BASIC

demonstrates tf

h BASIC a

sire. Most of this Is

0200 h byte buffer,

speed, the butter
the time, with RAMdi
being accessed on<
of the buffer Is react
course Important to

nsof
used most of

To

program Is appended to the
end. Essentially, a RAMdisc seri

file may be opened by loadlnj
the A register with the stream
number of the stream to be
opened, whilst the actual

variable N_STR1 at address
5B67, and then colling the labs

want your files to be
'FILEV or "RLE2". an
always want to use :

a That is why tf

CATALOGUE INDEX INFORMATION

Filename.LX + 00: SF NAME

IX + OAi SF_START Fage-code address of start of file.

LX + 0D: SF_LEN Total num er of bytes in file, including head er info.

K + 10: SF_END Page-coded address of byte beyond end of file

n + 1J: 3F_FLAG Reset unit

(ie reset

ss catalogue information incomplete

normally).
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contains the stre

and [N_ SIR1] co
filename (with tr<

Into BASIC, utilising this

The potential for strei

II' >..:!._
I \i.'.2 V pOSSiOli?. ti

which utilises a SANDOM
ACCESS FILE, or INDEXED FIL

RAMdisc - though the pro.

would have to be much m<
complicated. I have shown
enough of the potential ust
streams and channels to w
your appetite a little, anc
shall leave you. If demand is

high enough. I may return wl
more. Good programming
everyone, arid may the force
with you.

there

>0 REM WHITE FILE 3EM0

I0 RANDOMIZE USR 47715: REM OPEN #4,"R_FILE1"

0 RANDOMIZE USR 47720: HEM OPEN #V'R_i'ILE2"

iO FOB I - 1 TO 512

,0 INPUT ""! PRINT I

0 PRINT #4)2*1

PRINT #5)1*1

NEXT I

RAMDOMIZE USR 47736: REM CL0S8 *

4

RANDOMIZE USE 47740; REM CLOSE #5

REM READ FILE DEMO

RANDOMIZE USR 47713: REM OPEN #4,"R_FILE1"

RANDOMIZE USR 47720: REM OPEN #5,"R_FILE2"

FOR I = 1 TO 512

INPUT #4)

A

INPUT #5;E

PRINT A,B

NEXT I

D RANDOMIZE USR 47756: REM CLOSE #4

RANDOKIZE USR 47740: REM CLOSE #5

u STOP

In 0PEN_HEW at address B06D (Streams and Channels Part Two, January Issue, page 6s)

there io an instruction miaaing. The instruction is POP BC (hex code Cl). It should

be the eleventh Instruction of the routine, occurring between OR C and JR 2,0PEN_NEW_2.

Sony about that.

z
s
s
<a
O
O

BC
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Gordon Hamlett reports

from the front . .

.

"•"he number of wargames
available tor the home
computer has escalated
considerably over the lost
couple ol years. There are

version ot a gome Is succeeding

game' counterpart had only
limited appeal.

The obvious benefit that a
micro offers is that you don'
need a second person it yc
want to play o game. Then.
there is no need fo set up

s
!

board or work out con-
results from a set ot co
tobies. The drudgery is

handled for you. On the debit
side, computer wargames ore
not yet as sophisticated as their
original counterparts although
the balance is shitting and. as I

will point out later, there are
certain advantages In play-
ability to be gained on the

Three games have appeared
lor the Spectrum in recent weeks
and all three offer the budding
strategist something different. The
first of these games Is Samurai
trom CRL (£9.95). This Is a one
player game with three different

d three difficulty

Vou take the side of a smoll
band of warriors, trying to wipe
out on enemy force of assorted
temple guards. The game Is Icon
driven and starts with you
selecting your Initial forces. You
have so many points to Spend'

varying amount. Th<

or lightly armoured ..w
traditional Japanese *

they ore the only troops appeal more to the novice
Beware thought To all Intents
and purposes, Samurai is the
some game os Swords of Bam
from CCS and it is probably n
worth getting both.

e are tour

are very simple and ore
basically move and light. Nin]a:
must be carefully managed as



Mi
ndred years brings us la 1940
d PSSs Battle of Britain (£8.95).

Goering decided that his

methods weren't working and
switched his forces to night
bombing major cities.

Horrendous though the blitz w

going to destroy the British

planes (or the simple reason 1

the Spitfire

The gameptay depends on
you making a lot of very fast

decisions. As the German forces
start to appear, you must
scramble squadrons to Intercept

squadrons w
ning dis|

ible to y<

Then
night!

is closing because
of the weather add to your

Again, a fairly simple game
to play but as any one who has
ever tried to juggle will tell you.
it is very easy to throw a lot of

debriefing mode, several
historical "what-lf variations and

alter every game (necessary on
the 46K Spectrum due to
memory restrictions]

One teature not available on
board war games for obvious
reasons is that of hidden
movement by the enemy Enemy
units are only discovered literally

are several ways ol moving your
troops. Normal movement.

to gain its objective wh~

can move only along re

-- ;-.re

u to try. The
ning game gets you used to

nmandlng the forces at your
disposal by simulating a light

raid In Blitzkrieg, the Germans
throw everything they have at
you but only for a period of one
day Finally, there is the much
longer campaign which Is

played over thirty doys. There

shooting down Messerschmldls
from the comfort of your own

particular battle This is tine for

only interested In the strategy

The fl ethls
Vulcan ftS.95) from CCS. This
simulates the Tunisian campaign
ol 1942-43 and Is by far the most
detailed of the three games on
offer. Control however remains
straightforward and is all menu

Her

or fortify It.

Terrain plays an Important
part In the game Not only doe
it affect the ra' '

attack trom or defend a position
Combat is decided by many
factors including the strength of
a unit, how well It Is supplied
and the weather. Supplying your

strategy and you should also
make good use of any air power
that you have, either to deliver

you try to discover
positions.

played against either a
computer or human opponent.
The 126 version offers several
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Peter Sweasey having

some problems pigeon

holing this month's

unusual adventures.

^unny old month] none ol the
games tor review Is entirely
conventional. Imaginationniiunui. imagmanon -

H cheaple trom prollfl

nl-games In o

Branson's Virgin Ga

crosest to conventional.
Tho Growing Pains Ol Adrian

choice adventure. In the past
these have been bought to

—

-"MosalcbiNed
I hope this i

partnership; „
been responsible
commendably t~
licencing deals over me p>
tew years, their advertising
been tar too subtle (or the
games to achieve the high
they deserved.

Third curiosity Is Thi

decided cotegorlslng games Is

a bit (utile anyway — so I

reviewed It here
Talking ol France's llnest.

tntogrames hove a very Interest-
ing product lined up tor release
soon. Murder On The High Seas

featuring 40 characters. Includ-
ing suspects to question, but
what especially appeals to me
Is the packaging. Included with

such as cartridge co
newspaper cuttings.

packaging odds greatly to the
atmosphere of an adventure,
and Is standard with games trom

n [the w ding
adventure writers — unli

nafely only for disc bas
machines), and quite c
among American compurnea.
But Spectrum adventures have
virtually never seen anything like

it. The closest attempt was the
eleose ol Valkyrie 17.

referred to In the garrv Such

e you w
lents. a stylish badge and
messages, containing
lion vital to the gome's

mpletlon. Runestone Tias a

straight adventure (no text Input,
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map and short story, v
Rolnbird's re'

e nowhere n
ii r.ips

as exciting c
wnui nimwni iiuiniolly offers

(with their recent release Leatht
Goddesses of Phobos, for

enomple. a scratch and sniff

card was enclosed, for referent
of certain points In the game,
along with 3D glasses to read c

special comlc|. let's hope

Users of the Graphic
e Creator will be

am that Incentive
has published the GAC Adven-
ture Writers Handbook" as a
supplement 1o the manual. It

resembles a club fanzine, but

are clearer explanations of the

programs mare complicated
functions, guides on how to use
fhe program best and notes on
some of Its tolbles.

There's also a short but
excellent Introduction on how to
write a goad adventure,
covering similar points to the
ones I often expound on these
very pages. The handbook cosls
£1.25 from the Incentive dddress.

H E L P L I N E

Starting this month with
RamJam's highly recommended
but tricky Terror* of Trantoss.
Bold Mike Pulpher and Keith
White are being foxed by the
Fangllzard. Simply follow your
country code: CLOSE GATE
behind you. To catch the dog,
Keith, you must PART the brothers.
Make one take the sack to the
side ol the Temple, and PUT
SACK INTO HOLE. Then make the
other enter the temple CLOSE
DOOR and attempt to CATCH
DOG The mutt should run
through the hole In the wall —
straight into the sackl As for the
well, SHINE LANTERN down It to
see the rungs. Get Lobo to fetch
the Temple door, and drop It

down the well. When Scam
climbs down he will find It has
broken into planks, which can
be used to build a bridge
across fhe river.

Zzzz Is not the sort of noise
you should make when reading
this column, but If is the title ot a
somewha! unplayable Master-
tronlc cheaple Miss L V. Burton
from Clapton cannot board the
bus having passed the
crocodile, even though she has
the bus stop sign. A question of

precision vocabulary, I suspect.
ERECT SIGN. STOP BUS and GIVE
MONEY.

Stephen Lawrence cannot

key in port fhree of Bored Of The
Kings. ENTER FORGES to find the

""- ""e former are found
n the b

e (you'll II the

Dead End Quest

Nell Talbotf Is flummoxed by
Melbourne House's rather good
Mordon's Quest (or Is It Master-
tronlc's now?). In the deserted
beach he wants to stay under-
water. Head out and CLIMB INTO
boat, go down and. as you
suspected, you'll find an
aqualung. Then, to prevent suffo-

cation, N,N,N,SE.U.SE.D,N.E and
FILL AQUALUNG. Progress In this

sector will find you the spray
paint you need in the future:

you'll also find someone who

about [though how It doesnt go
all saggy Is unexplained). The
keypad combination, incident-
ally. Is 8875. There's no need to
unlock the doors In the Roman
villa, Indeed there's no need to
enter It. ot least not to complete
the game

Andrew McMaster wishes to

Seabase Delta, you need to
throw a pancake at Itl How do
you make a pancake, you cry?
You'll need the hen's egg (blow
a chewing gum bubble lo wake
the poultry), and the bowl, which
is on the conveyor belt If I

remember rightly. Examine the
kitchen shelf and take the Hour
Irom It, then open the fridge to
lind the milk. MAKE PANCAKE,
COOK PANCAKE, GET PANCAKE
[how you manage to carry It

round without It lolling fa bits

or sticking to your hands is not

strong point In this game).
Marcus Beer wishes to kill

Stripe In that anarchic
adventure, Gremllnv having
already blown up the stare As
the gas exploded, the not-so-

cute one should hove rushed
away and knocked you over. So
FOLLOW STRIPE and he'll lead
you to the swimming pool. You

d Ihise
so when Stripe dived

himself oi

know how gremlins hate light

... To rescue Antman in The
Hulk, first PLUG EARS, HOLD NOSE
and CLOSE EVES. Then GET ANTS
north twice to the underground
room, go through the crack and
they will attack Ultron. As for

Valkyrie 17, II you go to the
Carpathians In the taxi, yau
wont be able to pass the guard.
However, where to really go In

fhe taxi, Is answered by solving
the other problem Marcus asks

telescope. You need to INSERT
RINGPULL in the slot, then TURN
TELESCOPE tor your destination.
(The ringpull comes trom the
can In the fountain - kill the fish

with the liquid).

Gremlin Gripes

Help tor Simon Fuller with the

n the
iu.st -'

bedroom safe (you kno>
.

one with the glowing stuff in if).

Simon also asks lor help with
about a squllllon other
adventures, so here we go. In

Project X. The Mlcroman he
connot escape the car: CLIMB
SEAT BELT, WIND HANDLE and OUT
(take the lighter first). In Dracula
Part Two (I hope you're over 15.

Simon) progress Irom the first

location Is obtained like this:

LOOK AROUND, LOOK OLD
WOMAN and LOOK EYES Take
what she offers you. but hide It.

In The Final Mission. Simon wants
to avoid the slime. In fact,

dealing with the green stuff will

solve you another problem If you
prepare properly. Take the straw
[from the northern corner of the
large cell] and use It to fill the
one Inch gap at the bottom of
the door Making sure you hove
the soap (trom south ol the great
pillared hall), go to the chamber
with the rising, damp breeze,
and head up, Into the cubby
hale Wolt until you hear a
splintering sound, then DROP
SOAP Not only will the slime

Simon asks many more #
questions, but space Is running
out. so we'll save those tor next

Fill In the coupon
It's as easy as pie
Send it to Mlndplay [well you try

thinking ol a rhyme lor coupon 1

)

(£r. I think you better stick to
reviewing, Sweasey — Ed).

Philistine! A few rules: British

correspondents, please enclose
a stamped, c~,J-~-
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uw
you ore writing tram abroad. ]us
enclose an envelope — I'll odd
the postage

I try to respont

^v
n lake

longer
(

might receive a
reply] I ONLY DEAL WITH
ADVENTURES. Not arcade games
nor technical problems [write to
Crosswires obout those); nor
arcade adventures (Gargoyle

/(

everyone. [They can be

adventure clubs). Finally, I don't
advise you write to me with Level
9 problems. Their hintsheels are
really much better than anything

questions come way down my

The address lor problems,

Company

Problem

f° r Publishing I Qhti Is Mirnpioy. many other magazines solveZX Computing No 1 Go den voui problems like this AND keepSquare, London W1R 3AB. How you culturally entertained?

THE GROWING PAINS
OF ADRIAN MOLE

it Ade's lite Excerpts
alary scroll up (there

3 ro phi os, but they're
1 to Level 9s aOomin-

ndard. abstract beyond One of the prab
choices); unfortunately some of

e the elfecl ol causing
annoyed me was his total dls- Immediately reopt

b-plot is pursued. The dec?sions
S,i

a?e'
Ca

t

,

T

aQe
P
°score "and* a pndt ipS?

'3 '

?'
Sue

(

Town
*;
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from utterly slollng Imagination
Is lhai you are not supposed to

might seem beHei It the presen-

angle.
Otherwise. Imagination Is

unsatlslactory. It's WRITTEN bv

normal Spectrum lettering (so

a^Tscroffftg
11 ,9!porl5e

"
mes

CAPITAL letters In the TEXT. It Imaginanon is cheap and

?;ss sssA'ss.'SSAi nnnn?
("Raid small (and Ihere are no single 111 II I

fantasy letter abbreviations lor LOOK or 1 JUU I

J
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ZX COMPUTING

Lineage: 48p per word. (VAT inclusive) F\'^ j

Semi display: £9.50 per single column centimetre f
VAT. Ring lor information on series bookings/
-"-MunW (minimum 2.5cm). :P

01 - 437 0699
Send your requirements to:

NICOLA BATY
ASP Ltd., 1 Golden Square,
London W1

rl WEK I

NEW TAPE UTILITY 9



WARNING NOTICE

rjil J2M£i!£S!f.,*HE A5£R~SS IN THE W0RD COUNT and send H !0 ZX COMPUTING, ADVE«T1SEMENT
*

I T ] DEPARTMENT, NO: 1 GOLDEN SQUARE, LONDON W1R 3AB.

LJ REPAIHS LJ SOFTWARE UTILITIES Q FOR SALE Q ACCESSORIES O OTHERWISE PLEASE STATE

CLASSIFIED COUPON
ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PRE-PAID

^"V^Ch^/P
(DetettB^SLSjr

I I ! I I I I I I

EXPIRY

IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO CUT YOUR MAGAZINE, PHOTOCOPY THIS FORM
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GRANGE
HILL-
THE GAME

Available for Spectrum,

Commodore 64

andAmstrad: £9.95
I Grange Hill© Phil Redmond Enterprises Ltd. I


